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ABSTRACT

Investigation of problems related to control of a

I mobile planetary vehicle according to a systematic plan for theexploration of Mars has been undertaken. Problem areas receiv-
ing attention include: overall systems analysis; vehicle con-

I figuration and dynamics; toroidal wheel design and evaluation,on-board navigation systems; satellite-vehicle navigation systems;
obstacle detection systems; terrain sensing_ interpretation and
modeling; computer simulation of terrain sensor-path selection

li systems; chromatographic systems design concept studies.
and The

specific casks which have been undertaken are defined and the

progzess which has been achieved during the period July i, 1971

I/ to December 31, 1971 is summarized. Projections of the work to
7: be undertaken in certain areas during the period December 31, 1971

to June 30, 1972 are included.
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Analysis and Design of a Capsule Landing System

and Surface Vehicle Control System for Mars Exploration

• _ _ I. Introduction
L

Current national goals in space exploration include a detailed study
and examination of the planet Mars. The effectiveness of Mars exploration

p missions would be enhanced according to the extent to which the investigative
devices which are landed are mobile, to the range of their mobility, and to
the ability to control their motion° In order to achieve basic mission objee-

tives, and beyond that, to maximize the return on the commitment of resourcesto the mission, formidable technical problems must be resolved. The major
factor contributing to these problems is the round trip communications time

• _ delay between martian and earth control stations which varies from a minimum
_ of about 9 minutes to a maximum of 25 minutes. This time delay imposes strin-

_ gent requirements on the vehicle, on its control and communication systems and

_ on those systems included on board to make the scientific measurements, in
_ terms of their ability to function autonomously. These systems must be able

:. L to operate with a high degree of reliability and must be capable of calling
for earth control under appropriate circumstances.

A number of important problems originating with these factors and
•_ relating directly the basic mission objectives of an unmanned exploration of

r Mars have been and are currently being investigate _ by a faculty-student pro-

I_i ject team at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute with the support of NASA
_'_ NGL-33-018-091.

_ This progress report describes the tasks which have been undertaken
" _ E and documents the progress which has been achieved in the interval July I,
f",_

; 1971 to December 31, 1971.

II. Definition of Tasks

- _ F The delay time in round trip communication between Mars and Earth

•"_ gives rise to unique problems relevant to martian and/or other planetary|
•_ explorations. All phases of the mission from landing the capsule in the

neighborhood of a desired position to the systematic traversing of the sur-
._" face and the attendant detection, measurement, and analytical operations

must be consummated with a minimum of control and instruction by earth based

units. The delay time requires that on board systems capable of making

I rational decisions be developed and that suitable precautions be taken againstpotential catastrophic failures. Four major task areas, which are in turn
divided into appropriate sub-tasks, have been defined and are listed below.

I A. Vehicle Configuration_ Control, Dynamics, Systems and Propulsion.
The objectives of this task are to investigate problems related
to the design of a roving vehicle for Mars exploration with

• | respect to configuration; motion and attitude control; obstacle
L avoidance; control, information and power systems; and propulsion

_ systems. In addition, the design concepts must accommodate the

equipment and instruments required to automate the vehicle and toperform the scientific objectives of the mission.

")._ F
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B. General Systems Analysis. The objective of this task is to
develop a framework within which decisions in design involving

i conflicting requirements can be made rationally and in the con-

text of the whole system and mission. Relationships betweenalternative mission profiles and specifications and weight,
energy and space allocation and management will bc sought.

p C. Surface Navigation and Path Control. Once the capsule is landed
and the roving vehicle is in an operational state, it is neces-
sary that the vehicle can be directed to proceed under remote

i control from the landing site to specified positions on the
martian surface. This task is concerned with the problems of

terrain modeling, path selection and navigation between the

, | initial and terminal siLes _hen major Ler_ain features p_lud-
! ing direct paths are to be anticipated. On board decision making

: capability must be designed to minimize earth control responsi-

bility except in the most adverse circumstances.

• D. Chemical Analysis of Specimens. A major objective of martian
surface exploration will be to obtain chemical, biochemical or

| biological information. Most experiments proposed for the

i | mission require a general duty, chromatographic separator prior
: to chemical analysis by some device. The objective of this task

_ r is to generate fundamental data and concepts requi_ed to optimize
such a chromatographic separator according to the anticipated
mission.

_ III. Smnmary of Results

_ f Task A. Vehicle namics_ Cgllapsibility and Deployment_ Wheel Design,mY ,

Control and Propulsion

During the past period, a new phase in the development of the RPI-
MRV vehicle has been initiated. The first generation model has been completed

_ and tested, Ref. I. This test series and investigations under Subtask A.2,

_ _ Collapsibility and Deployment, has revealed deficiencies in the original de-
[ sign. The primary deficiency is the suspension system which produces poor

angular payload _solation and makes collapsibility virtually impossible. In
addition, the spring rates of the wheels and suspension were too large. A

I new suspension system being designed reported
is and under Subtask A.I. The

spring rates will be adjusted in accordance with the results of a mathematical
simulation to be initiated February 15, 1972.

More emphasis is being placed on the characteristics of the martian
environment. Lunar terrain appears to be a close approximation of the

I_ martian surface except for the presence of an atmosphere which may involvewinds producing deep ssnd or dust drifting. The performance of the RPI-MRV
under such conditions will be determined by tests. The goal of these tests
will be to compare the RPI-MRV design with competing vehicle concepts.

?
Task A.I. Vehicle Dynamics - g. Rodamaker

Faculty Advisor: Prof. G. N. Sandor

The vehicle dynamics tests which were undertaken early in this

? p
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reporting period have revealed some serious deficiencies in theoriginal design.

I" I. Payload isolation has proved to be poor primarily dueto the rigid coupling between the payload and the suspension.

This coupling was removed and the payload section suspended

by a single-shaft axis. Input disturbances to the rear wheels

longer have a direct to the payload, but are filtered
no path

by the intermediate suspension.

I 2. In order to continue the tilt-back capability, a newsuspension would be needed. The best suspension would seem

to be a planar four-bar linkage mounted in the longitudinal-

I vertical plane. Straight-line vertical motion over the normalsuspension travel with motion toward the front of the vehicle

at the lower limit of travel would be desirabla, but difficulties

in synthesizing this suspension have obviated its use so far. A

li has been made which consists of axle mounted
compromise a swing

in the longitudinal direction. This suspension is called a

powered torsion bar and has many advantages over any previous

I! designs in that it can provide a continuously variable groundclearance and c.g. location in addition to performing the tilt-

back maneuver. Three-wheel operation can be performed without

_ tilting the payload section, a feature appealing to the navigation.... i task, so this feature has been renamed the shiftback capability.
Schematics of this suspension are shown in Figures i and 2.

3. An aerodynamic study is underway to determine the effects

of the surface winds on vehicle stability. The new suspension

has the capability of raising or lowering the payload to pro-

_, _ vide an optimum trade-off between ground clearance (obstacle

negotiation) and wind stability. Thus, ride height could be

• varied during the mission depending on local weather and terrain

• |7 conditions. In addition, the risk of a catastrophic failure

while performing the shiftback maneuver could be evaluated in

terms of overall mission reliability.

4. One apparent disadvantage powered
of the torsion bar sus-

pension is that its motion is not straight-line vertical over

the normal operating range. This is generally important only

I in high speed vehicles. Nevertheless, this problem can bealleviated by using the wheels to best advantage. Specifically,

the wheel spring constant should be picked to produce a natural

frequency slightly above the highest expected input frequency.This will probably occur at about i0 Hz. which is considerably

lower than the present value which is approximately 25 1_o The

- wheels can thus provide compliance in whatever direction the

I input occurs. In effect, the primary suspen-
wheels become the

sion with the suspension action primarily to provide damping

and vaz7 the ride height. Tuning the suspension in this way

" I_ provides optimum payload isolation.

5. It is easy to show that payload isolation of a large mass

" |_ iS more difficult than for a small mass. Therefore, the motors

not needed for payload leveling are being moved to positions

5
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i closer to their points of application. The steering motor
will be mounted on the steering axis and the drive motors
mounted on the vehicle structure but not on the platform.

I_ The platform will retain its leveling motor naturally, butwill l_othave to contend with counteracting the torques of
the ot!,ermotors. These modifications should result in

I better payload isolation for the scale model and, therefore,closer correlation between tests and performance of the full-
sized vehicle. It is our intention to provide the best

possible performance from the scale model for model to full-size correlation and also for the best presentation of our
design in comparison with other proposed designs.

I Tlleactual construction of the powered torsion bar suspension is
being handled under SubtaskA. l.a. February 23 has been set as the com-
pletion date for this task. In the meantime, work on a new method for

_ analyzir.g the toroidal loop wheel is progressing. The method of analy-sis will be worked out by blarch I at which time it will be programmed
for computation under Subtask A.3.c. Starting bSarchi, a mathematical

i simulation of the new vehicle will be initiated starting with a two-dimensional bicycle model. The completed vehicle as well as an analy-
sis of the wheel for load versus footprint deflection will be completed
by May 15, 1972. At the same time, preliminary results from the veh-'cle
simulation should be forthcoming.

Task A.l.a. Vehicle Model Testing W. Cobb• ...,

4" i_ Faculty ._-]visor: Prof. G. N. Sandor

One of the main purposes of constructing a scaled model

_ I- was to provide for dynamic testing of the proposed design.

: _- Preliminary tests were performed during the previous su" .r
with the main conclusion being that design alterations were

: in order. These have been made, and constzuction is :ic_ in
progress. I/hen these changes are incorporated, dynamic test-

":; ing wiii again be required with the main purpose being to

• ' verify the results of the mathematical simulation so that it

I! can be confidently extended to the fulI sized vehicle.

Key components of the vehicle model are being studied

i tc insure that they meet the basic fun'tional requirements, for a Mars mission. Several features surh as _uspension,
drive motor systems, and the toroidal wheels are being
thoroughly analyzed and tests are under preparation for en-

! durance and overload capacity.I

To begin the testing, the model's response to simu]a+ed

I road wave inputs wa_ measured. By applying a sinusoidal dis-placement input to the rear wheels natural frequencies of the
structure were identified. However, because of nonlinearity

I of the shaker, frequency limitation of the photographic data" ' acquisition technique, and hysteresis in the suspension
travel, these experiments resulted in very little usable data.

_. The basic test procedure is shown in Figure 3, followed by
_ results from the early test series.

19720131G8-011
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i_ The dynamic testing of the scaled vehicle will be
resumed as soon as the improved model, now under const_uc-

tion_ is ready. In the improved model, excessive rear

: suspension will be eliminated, and the softer wheels of

the new model will protect the payload from shock more

effectively. A new type of damper design will be properly

scaled for the softer wheels and suspension.

Using new facilities provided by the Engineering Design

ik Laboratory, reconstruction of the vehicle was undertaken. Aquantity of spring steel was obtained in thicknesses ranging
from .0026" to .010". A number of wheels, with larger dimen-

sions, were hard built for test purposes. The new wheels

[_ deflect a greater amount, _d their larger footprint reduces

f- ground contact pressure. By decreasing the ratio of deflec-9

ti_-to-hoop diameter, maximum s_ress is reduced and relia-

" } bility is increased.

:; The increase in softness of the wheels wa_ accomplished

by using larger hoops which increases the volume of the wheels.Once the proper wheel deflection characteristics are establish-

ed with the aid of this model, the wheels of the full-size

• r_ prototype will bc designed to fit within the smaller volume of

; t_ the original whe_Is.
-%

In building the model wheels, to save time and eliminate

softening of the spring steel caused by spot welding a new

_ :_ technique for the outer rim is attached to the" hoops by epoxy

..• cement. The prototype will be spotwelded with heat treatment

_ _ to insure proper spring tamber.

•_ Three versions of the model wheel were constructed:

"_ i) Rayfield wheel Thickness = .010" width of hoop = .25"

":_ 2) Modified #i T = .006" W = .25"

• 3) Modified #2 T = .008" W = .25"

The results of static tests on these wheels is shown on

Figure 4. Deflection is plotted against axle load. Data for

• I" these curves was obtained by loading the hub with known test

I weights _nd measuring deflection of the hub.

) Note that the wheels (T = .006, .008) are reasonablylinear with load within their intended operating range. For

the load ranges of the front and rear wheels, the two modi-

fied wheels display a very favorable spring rate constant,

__ LB.
I LB. Rear K = 2.14 I--_.'as compared to theI Front K = 2.44 IN.

i I_ earlier designs.

.'i'" The rear suspension is being modified to allow it to

contribute to the reduction of body pitching motion. Leaf

"" {_ springs, modified linkages, and torsion bar axles are being

_ considered. Linkage schemes favorable to compact collapsi-

: bility requirements will receive highest priority.
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It has been suggested that the tilt-back maneuver

can be incorporated into the rear suspension design.

The instruments, with the aid of which the rede-
7 slgned MRV model will be tested, are also being rebuilt,

Figure 5.

The elect2omagnetic shaker has no usable output be-
low 5 Hz. A slider crank shaker has been built to provide
data on vehicle motion in the range of 0.0 to 15 cps. A
new addition co the test facilities is a two axis optical
tracker, whiah gives an electrical analog of vertical and
horizontal moti_ _ of any selected target. Frequency res-
ponses as well a_ the ride quality provided by the wheels
and suspenJiun will be rapidly and repeatedly measured.

The principal goal of the dynamic testing is to deter-
mine the scale model's steady state response to sinusoidal
inputs. Complete response characteristics will be deter-
mined before Mnv 15, 1972.

Dynamics testing is a time consumin% activity that can
be computer simulated. Therefore, dynamic testing is being
used to obtain preliminary values for dyn_m:ic characteristics

and to prove the accuracy of the mathematical simulation.

Once the mathematical simulation is verified, no more dynamic
testing will be required unless a major vehicle revision is

made. i

Task A.I.b. Obstacle Negotiation - A. Steinbock

Faculty Advisor: Prof. G. N. Sandor

The objective of this task is to determine the perform-
ance of the RPI-MRV in traversing steps, crevasses, slopes
and combinations of these three major obstacle types.

Efforts this Fall have been directed towards collecting

and collating all previous information and data associated
with obstacle negotiation. Other work in this area includes
the task of exploring new areas of vehicle stability.

Vehicle stability and obstacle negotiation performance
can be considered as a function of the geometries of the
vehicle and the terrain surface. For a given surface geo-

metry one can vary the vehicle geometry to achieve the de-
sired performance. Similarly one could set the vehicle
geometry and determine its performance on various terrains.
The work done on the MRV has utilized both methods.

I. A continuing literature search is being con-
ducted to gather information relating to Martian
terrain data_ wheel test apparatus, soil properties,
and the obstacle negotiation. These references are
_elng bsed to design and construct the wheel test
bin and to find methods of vehicle evaluation as re-

gards to obstacles.

1972013168-015
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_ 2. All previous works regarding obstacle negotia-, ti_ has been collected, analyzed and filed. The
work collected consists of three c_puter programs

[= _ich calculate the required torque at the rearwheels as the vehicle proceeds from the point of
contact with the obstacle. The three separate

i obstacles were :
I) step obstacle

Ii' _) crevasse obstacle _-_-

'" CJ-O"I

3) slope obstacle

') _e following graphs have been c_piled fr_ the
data collected.

I_i M_im_torquevs. a)slopeangle

b) step height
z) crevasse width

Torque vs. Dfst_ce traveled

i_ a) slope obstacleb) step obstacle
c) crevasse obstacle

I 3. A c_puter progr_ has been developed to
evaluate the gro_d clearance capabilities of the
M_. For example, in gong over a ridge, the pro-

gram c_pares the vehicle ge_et_ to a set ofgiven terrain geometries and calculates the ridge
angle which causes the terrain to contact the

,i vehicle body.
I

L
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: _ This program has also been written so as to

_ calculate _ (maximum) as the vehicle geometry
,: is changed.

• {i The program will soon be debugged, and the
data that it will generate will then be tabulated

and analyzed with the objective of optimizing the

Ii vehicle geometry.

Future work in this area includes:

I. Work will continue on reviewing useful
literature regarding wheel testing and obstacle

! _i negotiation, including applicable reference texts.
t _

,: 2. The obstacle clearance computec program will
be completed. This program will show how the

"_ li vehicle geometry can be altered to achieve a de-
._ sired performance.

_ 3. The Mars Roving Vehicle design is still being
L changed and improved. This will necessitate the

reappraisal and possible updating of data to con-

. [_ form to the vehicle's new configuration.
iv
m.

4. Information will be sought on the performance

_ data of the 6-wheJled _V. A comparison of data
-- "_ w_ll be attempted to show the relative merits of
_ _ each vehicle.

,_ Task A.l.c. Vehicle Electronics - D. Rosenthal
Faculty Advisor: Prof. G. N. Sandor

.-_ [ The objective of this subtask is to provide ElectricalEngineering consultation with the vehicle group, and to de-
_._ sign and construct any required electronics equipment. Pre-

sently, the assignments include the design of a power supply

F for the various drive mechanisms, construction of a satis-
_ factory leveling device to include the level sensor and the

instrumentation of the full size wheel tester.

[ Investigation of power _mplifiers for use as power
supplies for the drive motors has yielded a possibility

I offering performance superior to the original Hewlett-Packardunits used originally. This alternative became a possibility
when an encapsulated integrated power amplifier in three

• _ different ranges of power output became available from a

I! Japanese firm, Sanko. means temperature stability
This that

will be guaranteed and the need for operational amplifiers
will be eliminated. Delivery of these units is expected in

• _ February.

Some of the zener diodes used in the curve shaping assembly

_:_ [_ of the electronic differential system have not yet arrived as
they are special order items, but final delivery is expected by

: March 1. Velocity feedback for each wheel by means of tachometers

1972013168-018
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has been considered but weight considerations make
this impossible. Furthermore, non-linearitles in the
input signal would still be present. For this reason

Ii the concept of an open-loop control system is being
retained.

I If tests with the Sanko power amplifiers work outas expected, they will also be used for the steerzng,
leveling, and suspension tilting motors, each with an

appropriate feedback: position feedback for suspension,

I tilting and steering an type signal
functions and on-off

• showing whether or not an error exists and in which direc-
tion it exists for the leveling system if the mercury

I_ switch sensors are used.

One concept presently being studied for use as a
[_ leveling sensor is a relatively large d_ameter wheel

? I_ with a shaft and bearing passing through it a small dis-
; tance from its geometric center of gravity. This is

equivalent to a physical pendulum ]laving a long period
and therefore a long length but in a much more compact
form. By increasing the period of oscillation, the dyna-
mic errors due to vehicle movements may be decreased to

an acceptable level. Refinement to make an even bettersensor is of little use at this time due to the dynamics

of the rest of the leveling system. If a better vertical

F sensor were needed, a gyro pendulum, Ref. 2, could be em-
_ ployed but although the design parameters will be deter-

? mined by the present task force, the actual construction

_ [! of such a device is beyond the technical facilities avail-
able at RPI at this time.

: To utilize the disk-type sensor, a potenticmeter

_ could be used to measure the angle between the sensor's
|_ nominal vertical axis and that of the platform. A motor

mounte_ on the platform and exerting torque against the

I_ body would be used to drive this angle to zero.

The primary goal of work in the coming semester will
be to aid in £he completion of an improved dynamic model,

I scheduled for demonstration on February 24. Before that
date a suspension motor will be added with the attendant
feedback electronics and the steering and drive motors will

I be reiocated. In addition, considerable help wilI be ren-
dered in connection with the instrumentation of the wheel

tested, to be completed by March 31. The rest of the seme-

li ster will be devoted to instrumentation of the newly• completed dynamic model.

I_ Task A.2. Collapsib_lity t Stowase and Deployment - T. Janes
Faculty Advisor: Prof. G. N. Sandor

P One of the main performance requirements set for the RPI-MRV

is that it can carry a larger scientific payload than the competing
vehicle designs. If the RPI-MRV would have to fit within the inside

Fi
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[i dimensions of the Viking capsule in the vehicle's normal operating
configuration (without folding), then the overall dimensions would
become so small that the size of the payload would be severely

I limited. Therefore, subtask A.2 has been initiated to find themost efficient and reliable method of collapsing the vehicle, stow-
ing and protecting it during the flight to Mars and finally deploying
the vehicle into its mission configuration in conjunction with the
landing sequence. The performance requirements for each of the three
parts of the overall subtask are outlined below.

I I. Collapsibility - The collapsed configuratio,_ of the
, MRV must be compact enough to effec-

tively utilize the space available in

I a Viking capsule; must maintain aproper center-of-gravity and minimize
the complexity of the collapse opera-

i! tion. The colzapse scheme must notlimit the dynamic performance of the
vehicle.

{! 2. Stowage - Use available anchor points inside the
' capsule, so as to shelter the vehicle

and its scientific payload from the

IT acceleration and shock of launch, land-
l- ingand possible meteor impact. The

stowed position must be compatible with

_ the landing scheme that will be used.

3. Deployment - The vehicle must be unfolded from its
" stowed launch configuration into its

[i normal operating configuration. This
unfolding must be automatic and reli-
able and should also require as little
extra hardware as possible to maintain

_;_"[ the high payload fraction of the MRV.

"' [; The RPI-MRV offers a unified payload volume available for scientl-
flc instrumentation which is greater than the combined payload volume
of the three-section six-wheeled vehicle proposed elsewhere. While the
three sections of the latter vehicle are collapsed upon one another,

the for the RPI-MRV remains for 8nd
payload package unchanged launch,

only the suspension is collapsed.

Several alternatives were considered for the collapsed configure-
, tion including one which would stow the wheels above the vehicle in the

dome of the capsule. However, landing the vehicle on its own wheels

i will avoid the necessity of additional landing gear structure and thus" improve payload fraction. This can be accomplished in either of two
ways:

I_! i. collapse the suspension to place the wheels under the
i:

body.

I_ 2. decrease the width of the vehicle.I

1972013168-020
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_. Placing tilewheels under tllebody in the collapsed configura-
f- tlon would allow the vehicle to unfold once the bottom section of

• , the Viking aeroshell was dropped. A landing upon the wheels could

I then be accomplished. A rear suspension capable of folding thewheels under the body is presently under investigation.

I ]_creasing the width of the body was also considered but setaside because it would adversely affect the dynamic performance.

Upon completion of a satisfactory rear suspension design, the

I for in wheels above below the will
advantages collapsing or payload

be reconsidered with the objective of achieving satisfactory landing
configuration.

!

t! The present investigation is expected to yield a workable col-

lapsibility scheme for the vehicle. Feedback based on this study
[_ will be used in the design of a payload section. This new payload

, |- section will be shaped so as to better utilize the inner space of a
Viking Capsule. The development of a good collapsibility scheme

! i_ will be taken into account in future design changes of the payload
section.

Task A.2.a. Physical Construction of Collapsibility Hardware -

[i G. SzatkowskiFaculty Advisor: Prof. G. N. Sander

_ Work on the collapsibility scheme began this past

_ summer under subtask A.2. It became inm_ediately apparent
that models of both the capsule and vehicle would

J

• [_ greatly speed development of a workable collapsibility
scheme as well as provide a convincing demonstration of

the feasibility of the proposed scheme.

I_ The purpose of this subtask is to construct any
hardware considered necessary by project management. A

i clear Viking aeroshell and a balsa wood vehicle model were

[21 constructed.
Since full detail as found on the .184 dynamically

scaled model was not needed, a smaller scale could be chosen.

I For convenience, a scale of .092, one half the scale r_ the
dynamic model, was selected for both the capsule and vehicle.

T Actual construction of the scaled vehicle was fairly
I simple since the dimensions could be measured from the dyna-

mic model. The chassis and body sections were fabricated

I_ from standard balsa stock while the wheels were representedby cylindrical cones made from heavy cardboard.

_, Construction of a clear Viking Aeroshell proved more

i difficult. A special clear vinyl of 1/16" thickness was
• found which could be molded at temperatures as low as 200°F.

In this case a wood model of the Viking Aeroshell would

I! suffice. A cylinder of glued laminations was made and then

P
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li turned on a lathe to finish the capsule model. The vinyl
was then heated by an industrial heat gun and stretched

over the _._Id in two separate sections.

This subtask has been essentially completed, and has

been turned over to the respective investigators who will

I" make the final modifications necessary for utilization intheir development work connected with the vehicle design.

Task A.3 Wheel DesignI
Task A.3.a. Grouser Design - C. Klette

Faculty Advisor: Prof. G. N. Sandor

., The RPI toroidal loop wheeI is actuaIIy a seIf-

_ contained design project aside from the rest of the vehicle.

, _ _ As such, _ts performance may be considered by itself as
compared with wheels from other vehicle designers. The

•.4 wheels are the ¢._ly ecmpona_Lts that come in direct contact

, _ with the planet surface. Tbe nature of this contact is the

; _ subject of this investigation. Few analytic studies are
applicable to this problem, so most of the work will involve

• • %

physical testing of the full size wheel.

.._ Primary on the list of objectives for optimizing the

_ wheel design is the construction of a 2/5 size wheel test-

i ...,_ .ing device. This scale was chosen for the sake of economy•: and lab space utiliziation in establishing wheel design

"_ parameters by observation of comparative performance. This

?_ r device will be used to determine wheel characteristics such

: /_ _ as load vs deflection characteristics under various eombina-
.i'_ tlons of cant angle, speed and controlled slip. Predeter-

,__ mined sllp is enforced by means of driving the wheel and the

"_C _ _ carriage independently of one another. A variety of soil and

";v_ |i terrain simulations will be tried. The wheel test apparatus

-"; will be a simplified scale model of uhe test facility at

_ '_ _ Vicksburg, Mississippi and the tests run will be similar to

" |_ the tests to be conducted there on the full size wheel. Opti-

mal traction using different grousers will be analyzed via

i_ co_trolled slip 3ests. The cohesion, friction angle, anddampness of the soll will be varied to provide a wide variety

of soil conditions. Slope capabilities of the wheel on various

soils will be determined by wheel torque studies.

With this scaled-down wheel testing device, information

will be obtained to verify or revise the work done by the

|_ analytic groups involved in the theoretical analysis of the

li wheel. The construction of the wheel testing device has al-

ready begun and it is scheduled to be completed by March I.
;

"I According to Ref. 3, lunar mare soll is a close approxl-
.. mation to the martian soil. The soll values used by the

• Vicksbur_ Station for lunar soil are: 37 ° friction angle,

::_i [_ 1.6 g/cm _ density, and a cohesion of .05 psi to .20 psi.
These are the conditions to be approximated in the soll test
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bln. In view of the limited availability of materials
, in this area, a fine grade of sand will have to suffice

for test soil instead of sand obtained from Yu;ua,Arizona

• I that Vicksburg used as their approximation of lunar soil.
i

The wheel testing apparatus will allow comparison

i tests among various wheel rims and grousers to optimizetraction characteristics, load d_stributlon and footprint
of the wheel. The footprint characteristic data will be
incorporated in the computer program for the force distri-

I butlon in the wheel. Actual wheel loading conditions on
the martian surface can be approximated by various cant
angles and load values simulating martian gravity. With

li this test program the wheel design will be optimized inpreparation for possible future tests on a fvll size wheel
at the Vicksburg facility.

Task A.3.b. Hinge Design - L. Cuprys
Faculty Advisor: Prof. G. N. Sandor

A study of the hinge has been initiated for several
reasons: I) it is the weak link of the wheel apd therefore
it must be designed to be reliable under all applied loads;

i 2) its performance and flexibility are needed for the ana-lytical wheel model; 3) fatigue characteristics must be
known because of the extended mission on Mars.

In one conceptual model, the maximum stress was pre-
dicted from standard beam theory,

F

z. Ao // Or .

..,<41/i
• -iA "

I --_ (21i
#

It should be noted that the equation (2) is a function

I;i of the two critical dimensions of the hinge: the width, w
and the thickness, h. 5y varying w and solving for h, a

I! family of curves results for various constant safety factors.

t"!
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_/' _ A similar analysis has been performed for the
flexible hinge.

,.[i ,

P .
: ¢'

'_ _':

1

/} . .(w'o,_)
._ Ii h'{ S'.F..- h(6F,r + wF,) - 6F,rw = 0 _ (4)
.,J

'_" The same family of curves applicable to the flexible

i i [_ hinge may be drawn from equation (4). It is interest-• ing to note that equations (2) and (4) predict both
"_[ tensile and compressive stresses depending on whether

_" G the tensile or compressive yield strength is used.

i_ The flexibility of the hinge was the next considera-

..._ tion. Obviously, this only applies to the flexible hiuge.
.'_ For this analysis the wheel hoop is considered rigid and

":_iH the rim can be considered a series of rigid segments. A

:- distributed load on the rim can be represented by a single
force "L". The moments and shear stress can then be

I_ written:

': [! _- (5)
:, .; !"_ Mz, (L cose) (7)

Mz, = (L sinO)(cosO) (2r-x) (6)

dMz
V-x_]_ = (L sin0) (cos0) (7)

Again using standard beam theozy, a differential equation
for the deflection of the hinge can be written:

!-

t" d2v d (V) Mzd-_: ao_-/ - _- (8)
_r

• A single integration yields the angle of deflection 0.

4r2ksinecose
dv 14rLcosO 4rLsinOcosO + (9)
_-£= tan0 = El El El

'._ 19050 = 20 I_7 " (1o)1.375)
:; T I - cos ,_ih-0+
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Equation (10) was solved using an iterative scheme on the
computer. The flexibility can then be defined:

; i_, FLEX ._

_

This analysis is valuable in that, equation (4) sets
a range of values for the dimensions of the hinge. Once

I the desired flexibility is set, equations (10) and (ii)pick a point in that range representing the proper hinge
dimens ions.

°_

[! There are two basic assumptions made in this analysis.

I. the height of the hinge is assumed to be
constant.

:: 2. materials are assumed to follow Hooke's Law.

li It should be noted that polyurethane is visco-elastic
with stress and flexibility depending not only on the

forces and the modulus but also on the rate at which the: forces are applied. Therefore, research is now in progress
on the visco-elastic properties of the hinge. A fatigue
study is being studied using the hinge tester built last

E_ year and is scheduled to be completed by June 1972. The

main thrust of Task A.3 will be the development of the: scaled-down wheel tester which is due to be completed by

March, 1972.

Task Ao3.C. Wheel Analysis - J. Kobus

:_ _, Faculty Advisor: Prof. G. N. Sandor

i Before September 1971, the selection of a candidate
wheel for RPI's Mars roving vehicle had been narrowed to

a toroidal multi-hoop elastic metal wheel. The distinctadvantages of this wheel are clearly outlined in Ref. 4.

A mathematical model of the wheel is being developedto aid in determining footprint vs load characteristics,
power dissipation, life expectancy, interaction with

vehicle suspension, and in the selection of materials.
The computer program developed earlier, Ref. 4,

proved to be too costly to run because of its length and
complexity. Just one run of this program Involves the
calling of n_nerous subroutines thousands of times and
costs hundreds of dollars. Drastic modification of this

" _ program was investigated, but was found to be difficult.
_. One serious drawback of this program lies in the excessive

iteration scheme. Therefore, a new mathematical model and

., ,_ computer program are being developed and should be opera-
h tional by March 15, 1972.
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• _ The new approach consists of writing simpler programs
! that give a good approximation to the true solution of the

load-deflection and footprint characteristics. By assuming

i | first a relatively stiff wheel rim and then an extremely
! flexible rim, an envelope within which the true solutions

lie is identified. MARSFOOT, the stiff rim program, utili-

zed an observation made of the existing MRV model wheels:
! most of the load appeared to be born by deflection of only

the botton_ost hoops and the lower rim. A simple geometric
loading technique yielded a series of footprint diagrams,

I such as Figure 6, for various normal loading conditions,
various hoop numbers, and various normal and transverse
spring constants of the hoops. Likewise the flexible rim

li• program, MARSFLEX, gave fair results assuming exclusive
load-bearing responsibility for the bottommost hoops. Fig-
ure 7 shows the similarity of the footprints for the above

• |_ two extreme assumptions, reasonably close tc the observed
model wheel deflections. In both cases, transverse deflec-
tions of the hoops were virtually negligible in comparison
to normal deflections. With this program, for approximately
2 minutes of rum, ing time on an IBM 360 Model 50, approxi-
mate footprints are known which can be used to further re-

fine the program.

The refinement is now under investigation utilizing
expressions for changes in stored internal energy with a

_ change in applied load to the various individual memberscomposing the wheel. The improved program will attempt to
eliminate the gross linearizations and geometric simplifica-
tions which may be introducing some error in MARSFOOT and

MARSFLEX. Determining the pattern of stored internal
energy

will delineate the shape of the wheel and location of ex-
treme stresses. Also, initial fatigue life studies are

_: possible for various duty cycles that a typical wheel mayencounter. This way material selection will be facilitated.

Complications have arisen in modeling the outer rimexactly. Various techniques have been explored, including
Fourier cosine series and similar geometric triangulation
but did not turn out to be promising, and therefore work is

in the direction of finite element
continuing techniques.

Recently, detailed information concerning the work of

I Grumman Aerospace Corp. on the design, development and

testing of a Lunar roving vehicle wheel has been obtained.
Included in this set of data was a comparison of various

candidate wheels. (It may be noted that their study calledattention to toroidal wheel drawback- of particle entrap-

ment and resulting rapid failure propagation, and relatively

[_ high weight: a shortcoming that was eliminated by RPI's
hinged design). Basic techniques used by Grumann were
stud_ed _n depth. Of significasce is the applicability of

t
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their work covering wheel performance and power require-
ments. This area will be studied further after the

; I- completion of the internal energy program, which is ex-

I peered to be completed by March 15, 1972. Also included
in the Grumman report are testing techniques which might
be applied to our scale model testing program.

! The key fault of toroidal wheels in Grumman's review --
particle entrapment with resulting rapid _ailure propaga-

Ii tion, can be prevented with the use of the flexlble-typerim hinge. Referring to Task A.3.b. it is apparent that
space for adequate hinge geometry is available but choice

r of a material that can overcome the embrittlement problem

I! encountered at Martian nighttime temperatures is still
unsolved at the present.

: _ Another wheel design trade-off concerns long fatigue
[ life for wheel members versus desired wheel suspension

characteristics. Excess flexing of the wheel to obtain a

_ [ smoother, more stable ride in the Martian temperature en-

i vironment imposes considerably shorter life to fatigue

j failure. Tradeoff studies of the problem can proceed when

the internal energy program is completed by March 15.
To summarize these points: wheel problem definition

on a qualitative level is substantially complete. Exact

E figures of hoop and rim spring constants, hoop placement

and sizing, fatigue life and material choices will be in-
vestigated as soon as the new program for modeling the

_ wheel is completed by March 15.

F Task B. Systems Analysis
,%

The objective of this task is to develop a framework within which
vehicle design decisions involving conflicting requirements can be made.

Past work included the identification of the system model, Ref. 5, and formu-lation of a method to examine design trade-offs by utilizing the model,
Ref. 6.

I Efforts since July I, 1971 were divided into several areas:

i I. An attempt to solve the optimal system design problem
I for the present system model.

2. Generation of new system models corresponding to

i_ changes in the assumptions made during formulationof the original model.

[_ 3. Investigation of the problem of readjusting the system
design when changes are made in values of some of the

design parameters.

i_ 4. Examination of the requirements placed upon and the
functions required of the on-board computation and

data-handling system.
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Task B.I. System Design Optimization for the Oziginal S__
Model - N. Van Denburg

li Faculty Advisor: Prof. E. J. Smith
t"

This task has as its objective the optimization of the design
and operational parameters of the original model, Ref. 5. This is

being done through the of mathematical of
use programming techniques

optimizing constrained systems. The system model has several non-
linear relationships i.,herent in the subsystems, notably the thermal

I control subsystem where the thermal radiation effects introducefourth order nonlinearities in several of the system equations of
this subsectlon_ and the form of many of these equations is that of

i"_ a quotient of two fourth order polynomials. The communication sub-
_! system introduces a mild nonlinearity (second order) due to the rate

.£

_. of communication being proportional to the product of the power of
_ the cormnunieator and the area of the antenna. The obstacle avoidance

' _ i,_ subsystem introduces several terms of exponential and logarithmic
17

form. Another source of nonlinearity is that the weight of the vehicle
"i subsystem is proportional to the wheel base cubed.

• _ The nonlinear nature of this problem leads to the general non-
.... linear programming (NLP) format. This format is to maximize or minimize

:_ _ some function (the objective function) which evalutes the effectiveness

[! of the resulting system with a given choice of variable parameters. The•_. _

• _ extremization is subject to various nonlinear inequality constraints of
_ the form gi(_) _ 0 and equality constraints of the form hi(_) = O. The

:,...& iterative scheme is usually based upon a second order gradient method
,_,::_ for finding a local (possibly global) maximum or minimum which may or

. :_d_ may not be upon a constraint boundary of the feasible set.

: ,_ The alternative possibility of a closed form solution is consider-
_ ed to be almost impossible due to the extremely complex nature of the

'_ i problem. For just the unconstrained critical points of the objective
"_'- _j function which is highly nonlinear since it evaluates the total system,
f% one would need to solve a system of twelve tightly linked nonlinear
'_.i F_ equations in twelve unknowns, a problem which could very well be im-

_ I_ possible without resorting to numerical techniques. If one includes
: all the inequality constraints a closed form solution would involve

solving 54 equations in 54 unknowns.

I Since the problem can be put into a form which is well adapted to

a NLP procedures, Ref, 6, 7, 8, which will include inequalities as well

I as equalities, it was decided that this would be the best approach.This NLP procedure, Fiacco & McCormick's Sequential Unconstrained Mini-
mization Technique (SUMT), was recently obtained from the Rensselaer
Hartford Graduate Center and was originally from Research Analysis Corp.,

i" McLean, Va.

As mentioned above, the general NLP format is to maximize or

,_ '! minimize the objective function subject to inquality constraints and
• _ equality constraints, In particular, SUMT handles problems of the

_' form :

I:i rain.

_;.,_[_ subj. to: gi(_) >/ 0 i = 1,2,...,M

E:. gi(x) = 0 i = (M + 1),...,(M + MZ)
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• This form of the NLP problem statement is put into a form which

is adaptable to the techniques of unconstrained minimization
•: : through the use of penalty terms which are added to the objective

- : I_ function. This augmented function has the form:
I

l ,Z
!

Note h_ the negative logarithmic term increases as one approaches

I the boundary of the feasible region forcing the minimization technique
to stay within the feasible region. This unconstrained problem is
solved for a sequence of dworeasing r values(i.e., dccreasing the

" weight on the inequality constraints and increasing the weight on the"' . equality constraints) until the convergence criterion is met. One of
the problems with this technique is that of local minima, however, the

• ;

, t%

(=I

given a sufficiently large initial weight and a reasonably slow reduc-
tion in weight on this term the program has more of a probability of
converging to the dominant min._mum than to any other local minimum.

"_ Other problems are those of finding a suitable initial value of r
", and the problems associated with convergence stopping.

I The first try at programming the model and using SUI_ to optimize

• i_:j the parameters resulted in a nonconvergent series of points which did
L) [_ not meet the equality constraints, of which there were two from the

"""'_ I-_ thermal control subsystem. The system is of order twelve so the first
• try was a problem _,_fourteen variables and two equality constraints.
):_ It was thought that the elimination of these two equality constraints

" ._,. []_"', :. would aid and speed the solution of the optimization problem. In the
, _'_ process of reworking the system equations one additional term describ-
: _ ing the power required to cool the vehicle during the P_rs day was

" ':" "' .r..*.. added to the equations for the power profiles of the vehicle in the
•":_.'.:.- |:_. stationary mode and in the roving mode.

:, _ _ The choice of the unknowns was dictated mostly by the form of
[: the equations, however, even here there were problems. It would appear

that the form of the equations affects the solution of the NLP problem.
So far this has given rise to some problems which have necessitated

I of the problem.
rearrangement programming

The Sequential Unconstrained Minimization Technique finds its
own initial feasible point so it is not necessary to be too exact
about an initial guess at the parameters which are free. This technique
is dependent upon the starting value in that convergence for each value
of r to the global minimum is guaranteed for some region of space

I" near the minimum only.

C' {_ To date the computing has been centered around three areas. First
""'" [i_ and most basic was the trial of the techniq,e on several practice prob-
" lems to give the usez a feel for how the technique works. Second, was, J.-

....:,.,_ the first effort in programming the oriRinal model. This effort

[" _,.

.,'._,L.._ i
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I" resulted in minor refinements of the model and several improvements• to the method of programming the problem. The third area is that
of rechecking and rearranging the system equations in such a way as

• I[ to give a better probability of convergence of the programming problem.
!

The obvious need is for a solution for the optimal choice of
operational and design parameters of the system. A possible inter-

i step toward this end might be the taking analytic
mediate of first and

second partials of the system equations. This step might be taken if
the present numerical differencing scheme proves to be unsatisfactory.

I Results to date have necessitated extensive rearrangement of the system, equations which may continue to be required.

I After this original system is optimized there will be an additional:_ effort in the direction of optimization of the revised models, Task B.2.

• Task B.2. Changing Design-Dependent Assumptions and Remodeling -
Lance Lieberman

Faculty Advisor: Prof. E. J. Smith

I_ In formulating the system model for a semi-autonomous Mars
roving vehicle, Ref. 5, it was necessary to make various assumptions

in order to constrain the model for solution. Many, if not most, ofthese assumptions merely entailed fixing parameters and constants at
reasonably feasible values; however, several were basic to the entire

E model, and a change in any one such important concept could necessi-tateremodeling whole subsystems and their governing equations. It
would be unwarranted to take for granted that because the system is
modeled around various assumptions, the final model would necessarily

ignore other possible variations in design and be limited to theseinterpretations; further, there is no reason to accept these assump-
tions as the most efficient or desirable for the mission,in te'._s of

f technology or cost. It thereby becomes obvious that the model must
_/ be flexible enough to accept major changes in design-dependent assump-

_ tions. By remodeling the entire system of equations, as necessary, to

[ represent a partially altered vehicle, the effect on the various para-meters can be examined and the overall changes in the model em_ beL
noted. A significant rise in the objective function, for example,
could indicate a more efficient system and might be cause for further

I investigations in tlle same direction.

The first study performed in this direction was the addition of

an active, stationary orbiter linking the rover with the earth groundstation resulting in a remodeling of the co,municatlons subsystem.

_. In the original system model, a direct, two-way vehicle-earthcommunication link was assumed. The addition of an active, stationary
relay orbiter at an approximate altitude of forty-thousand kilometers
(24-thousand miles) above the Martian surface has several immediately

I_ discernable advantages; not only does it cut down communica-
necessary

tions power on-board the vehicle, allowing a decrease in necessary
power allotment to the co-_,unications subsystem and/or an increase in

_ the data rate, hut it has the additional desirable advantage of allow-
! ing vehicle-orbiter communication at more evenly spaced times, and
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._ _ subs_.quenr relaying to earth during an increased time period --
J_ _t ::_i times with proper orientation of the orbiter.

•

_ [7 The assumptions and fixing of parameter values made in formu-
I !atlng this remodeling are as follows:

- 1, The carrier is X-band microwaves of wavelength
3.3 x 10-2 meters, as before•

2, The orbiter antenna is a parabolic dish of dia-w

J meter d = 8 meters.
|

3 The rover antenna is a parabolic dish; _I£) = I°

• [i
=-_

i: 4. Uplink parameters are negligible.

_! 5. Transmitter r.f. efficiency is e = 20%,

6. The worst case link distance of 5.7 x I0II meters
9 _ is used.

_ 7. Equivalent system noise temperature is T = 30°K.

_, 8. The con_nunication efficiency (Bo/B) = 5%.

: _ 9. The space loss attenuation LD = 3.98 x 10-17 for the

_i I_ orbiter at forty-thousand kilometers.

•_ I0. While it is not in the scope of the study to specify
parameters for the orbiter's earth-link communication
system, it seems reasonable to assume that the basic
system chosen for the rover's direct earth link would

,:,j be equally suitable for the orbiter's link. This does
t not, however, enter into the rover's equations.

"i J_ The generation of new equations is not necessary to accomplish_- the desired modeling modification. Equation (i)

Wcom = 0.59 Pi + 2.0 D2 + 39.0 kgm (I)

I corn
for the weight of the communications package and equation (2)

• 10-4)p i 10-2) 3
i Vc = (8.3 x + (4.8 x m (2)

for its electronics volume remain the same, since the graphs from

i: which they were obtained were linearized in the correct region.Equation (3) however, linking the data rate with the antenna diameter
and the transmitter power input, will change due to variations in the

,_ constants of the equations from which it was derived, as follows.

F Signal power at the receiver must be large enoug,, to overcome
: the noise. This may be given by

•_ Pr = PtGtLoGrL
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• ""_ _ where

' r Pr is received signal power,

Gt is transmitting antenna gain,

r Lp is the space loss attenuation,
and G Is the receiving antenna gain.r

I These can be replaced with

Pt ffiePi = "20Pi

, Ii .54 (4.88 x 103 ) D2

'*_ ..__ Lp = 3.98 x 10"17

-.... _ .54(_) zffi3.13 x 103'"'._ Gr

Substituting, received power is found to be

P = (1,22 x (A)
..;,..,,_ r OWn."

,-:,..-_ Now, .an additional restriction on PCH systems is

:'_':""_'"'-:_.'"_'_ Pr _ 10"23 (B/Bo) TnRc ore'
" ; "'...._

• .::.,._ where

,.:j,:.!
_..:::,'.:[_ B/B ° is the inverse of cons_unication effic'ency,

_,:";_:.".:I"'_|| Tn is the system noise equivalent temperature, OK,¢

•" " _. and R is the data rate 'n bits/sec.•:" " com

Inserting values we obtain

I Pr>/ 6.0 x 10"21 Rcom . (B)

Combining equations (A) and (B) and solving for the dat._ rate, the

I result is:

R _ (2.04 x 1010) P.D 2 . (3)

[-! com com
._ Clearly, for a transmitter of only a few watts and a rover parabolic
• _ dish of reasonable size the data rate can be made extremely high.

,: This indicates that the main effect of placing a relay orbiter between-..,.,_ rover and earth is the effective elimination of restriction on data

:._..: rate. By eliminating equation (3) from the model completely, values

[_ of PI and Dcom can be determined during optimization and a data ratelater selected on the basis of existing units and desired specifications.

•, o
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{i. Since a limiting equation on data rate has been eliminated,
it is necessary to remove, at least for a first optimization run,

all terms in the system depending upon Rcom, so that the system

[_ solution will not optimize the variable at an unreasonably largevalue. (After running the model on the computer and obtaining

approximate numbers for Pi and Deem, estimates of Rcom can be made
._nd the terms relnserted). This change affects only three equations

i i_'_Ref. 5:

--in equation (39), the indicated terms will be removed.

p _.

, --
. --in equation (5), "for Tsci, can be eliminated since

the removal of the con_nunications t_rms makes it

[ equal to equation (4), for Tesci.
•i --in equation (40), for the objective function, the

denominator term Tsc i should be replaced with £esci"

! Obviously, other factors will change slightly as well. Avail-
able communications time will increase, for examp%e; however, this

[_ should not alter the accuracy of the system equations, since the

I,:,. change is not appreciable, and the benefits will not always be
available. _le rover only transmits while stopped for that purpose,

• IT and while it could now transmit during formally 'dead' periods (due

J_ I._ to earth-mars blackout), it is unlikely that eardl-station con-
_ trollers would have the vehicle perform science or maneuvers during

peziods of such limited 'visibility' and control.
I"

!_ t_ It might be further noted that the orbiter need not have a

directional antenna, such as the assumed parabolic digh. An omni-

{ [ directional antenna of gain I (zero db) would do jus! as well, since.._ this would effect only the eliminated equation (3) and would still
not warrant its insertion -- in that case the upper limit for Roem

' _ would decrease by three ot aers of magnitude from that calculatedin equation (C).
L..

In the direction of future endeavors, the model will be modi-

- fled for changes in other basic assumptions. One particularly in-
teresting facet of this will be the change from our presently modeled
four-wheel vehicle to a six-wheel, triple-compartment vehicle. While

I_ data is still being compiled for this study, it is already evidentthat major mathematical variations and additions will be necessary in
many of the subsystem designs. Result._ of this analysis should prove

li quite interesting and helpful in future work.

Task B.3. Accesso.ry Optimal Solutions for State Perturbations -

I" Carl Pavar inl
$

i Faculty Advisor: Prof. E. J. Smith

f- Consider the situation where an optimal design vector has been
|: determined for a given mathematical model of-. system (see ._'asks B.1
/-

and B.2). Suppose that one (or more) of the ccnponents of the vectors
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_ that is the design parameters, must be adjusted. This may be due
to factors not considered in the model:

2 a. Although the model equations are continuous,
perhaps it is not feasible to design for the true
optimal value of a parameter (e.g., if the optimal

solution requires a communication data rate of
1.347 K, it may be more reasonable to use a 1.5 K
value for hardware design)

i b. Perhaps an outside constraint is added (e.g., the
optimal solution requires the vehicle to climb
slopes now considered too hazardous in terms of
wheel slippage considerations)

! ._ c. It may be advantageous to use a certain piece of
|_ off-the-shelf hardware, and its design values may

' _- not coincide with the determined optimal values.

• _ In any of these cases, it would be desirable to kn_v how to re-
adjust the values of the design parameters that were unperturbed by
the required change in order to maintain the optimal property of the

solution.
The task of this sensitivity analysis, then, is to determine

the optimal manner in which to adjust these design parameters relative

to the initial perturbation. Work done to date considers the problem
when on____eparameter undergoes a required perturbation by some "small"
amount. Linearization techniques are employed to reduce the general

nonlinear optimization problem to a set of linear inequalities, thusi much reducing the complexity of the problem as compared to the original
system optimization. The sensitivity approach has the advantage that

_ it is no longer necessary tc resolve the nonlinear optimization prob-

_ lem each time a design parameter (state) is perturbed.
[

!_i Mathematical Analysis of tile Problem
• The original system design optimization problem has been cast

iD the form:

max f (x)

subject to gi(x)_ 0 i=l,2,...,r

hj(x) = 0 j=l,2,...,s

where x is the n-dimensional vector of design parameters and f and

!" all the gi and hj are in general, nonlinear functious of the components
of x.

r

I__ The optimal solution (x*) is known by solution of the original
problem. Of the r inequality con&traints one or more may be active

__. (i.e., equ_ _ t_ zero) at x*, _p_ending these to the s hj's gives a
". set of m equality relations at x_, where m _ n, which now will be

denoted hj,j-l,2,...,m.

|':
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"_ A necessary condition at the optimal solution is the LaGrange
"0_

condition

where V _i - _).._

i _)x,-

li _7_ iS an m x n matric

_ and _ is an m vector of LaGrange multipliers.

" _ _ Since x* is known, the problem of finding the _k* vector is the
solution of n linear equalities. However, since x* is found by

iterative search, the LaGrange condition equations may not be

accurately satisfied and it may be necessary to solve for /_* in aleast-squares sense.

[_ If x I (the first component of x)is to be perturbed,

i _xl
_!_ Xl =_{ + .

At the new optimal (x! ) the LaGrange condition must also hold:
-i

:,t_ F(_'_: v _(y.')_ vFi_(_')z'+_ _: o

where _ is a new LaGrange multiplier, and the vector is the

gradient of the new constraint on x I.

I! A Taylor first-order expansion of F(x ) about x* yields

F(.')= FC,*)+ DF(x,)(×'-x')

where _F denotes differentiation. Note that x ! - x* = _x. Expand-

ing,

I

' _
t

, !
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where the notation _ is a gradient operation which transforms
a vector to a matrix a)n_ a matrix to a three-dimensional array.

J f.:

I, In (I), there n equations. There are n unknowns in _ x, rml
!

___hfor a total of n(m + 2)un_o=sinD_ "_andnun_o_sin(_C,
unknowns. However, solving for all of these unknowns is not neces-
sary for determining the readjustments _ xi, i=2,...,n. Matrix
algebra manipulation allows the following reductions:

,_ Since interest is in the n-I readjustments, define

E l ' '
6× _ ×1

q: ) SO+h_:_

3 and equation (I) becomes

There remain n linear equations, and there are _+m unknowns (n-]_ 's,

_ , and _ _ , a scalar).
m from _ _X I] _)--XI

Another m equations can be obtained from the linearized constraints

VI.-I(

!i! which requires that the new optimal point satisfies a linear approxl-
marion to the constraints about the original optimal solution. The
readjustments are calculated from
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., Because the technique of U e previous section utilizes linear

' If approximations both to the LaGrange condition and the constraint
!

equalities, and because the solution x* may be only an approximation

to the actual solution to the original problem, the values of the

I readjusting parameters Oi, i-2,...,n are only estimates. However,is it hypothesized that since the system model itself is by nature

inexact, the values of q obtained will give a good "feel" as to the
sensitivities of the deslgn parameters to a change in any one of them.!

• ! This remains to be demonstrated for the actual system model, although
it has been true for various smaller-dimensional test problems.

1!• The ..._,.:_ requires that all constraints be considered as

strict equalities, When an active inequality is treated as a strict

equality for purposes of analysis, this, in effect, requires the

J_" !_ inequality to alsobe active at the ne,_ solution, x'. This ass_l_|p-

tion may not be valid, especially when two or more inequalities are
active at x*. Therefore, as a check, it is advisable to treat dif-

''5 _ ferent combinations of the active inequalities as equalities for

, I_ several runs of the problem. In addition, if the new solution x
; violates any inequality that was not treated as active at the adjusted

solution, that inequality should be treated as active, and the problem

[_ resolved.

"_ For simple problems (those where the true solution is observable,

_ _ and calculations can be done by hand) the method has been effective in
•i,_ _ finding the readjustment parameters accurately.

:_ _ Extension of the present effort will be in the following areas:
p

a. testing of the method with more complex problems
(saddle points, ridges, linearly dependent con-

"J_ F
5 straints, higher dimensionality, extremely non-
""_ linear functions)

['_ b. investigation of the inequality problem to attemptto determine a better way to resolve the active-

inactive problem

c. establishing sufficiency conditions for the method

d. allowing more than one parameter to be initially
: varied.

I Task B. 4 Computation and Data-Handling Subsystem - Donald Meagher:.i Faculty Adviser: Prof. E. J. Smith

: " The objective of this task is to develop a framework within which the
.. l_ function of the Computation and Data-Handling Subsystem can be defined

-_ and its organization and operation specified. This analysis requires the
determination of various characteristics of the other subsystems and

i I; vehicleoperationalrequirements.
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'_ I_ An Overview of the Approach

'"" _- The approach which has been pursued consists of maklng certain

' general assumptions concerning the subsystems and the modes of
vehicle operation followed by their definition and analysis accord-
ing to the following criterion:

t-
i. Subsystems

I a. Function, b. Control Requirements
c. Data I/0

i! d. Computation Requirements•_ _ e. Timing Constraints
: f. Servicing Interrupts

2 Modes of Vehicle Operation

• " : a. Vehicle Function

b. Subsystem Utilization_o_. c. Control Programs

• d. Emergency Servicing

_ [i Concurrent with these efforts a study of existing computer
• .,_ systems has been undertaken in the areas of hardware, performance,

_ organization, and control techniques The analysis of existing

._ _., computers in terms of hardware and performance is an attempt to
•_,i-_ obtain an estimate of the computational capabilities (in terms of
• "_ additions per second per kgo, for example) which could be expected
..-,_ of the technology in which the MRV Computer would be implemented.

-" _ The analysis of the organization of existing computer systems and
_ the control techniques utilized by them is useful _n determining

_-. •_ r_ a possible model upon which to base the design. By modeling the
-,_-.< design according to existing practice, much of the initial effort

._ -,-_ is eliminated, and in addition it may be.possible to use the mathe-
"'_ r_" matical techniques developed for the optimization of the model.

S_bsystems

I The following is an overview of the subsystems:

I. Computation and Data-Handling Subsystem

a. CCS-Command Computer Subsystem: The CCS
performs computations, makes decisions and
issues commands.

fi
b. FDS-Flight Data Subsystem: The FDS organizes

•_ and coordinates the data produced by the
•:._ . vehicle subsystems.

• . ' •

.# c. DSS-Data Storage Subsystem: The DDS provides

,.'"_':'" _ large scale data storage• It is assumed that
'_ |_ most, if not all, of this data is eventually

• '_._! _
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• _ 2. Communications

a. Low Gain: This system provides one way low

,'? i _ speed engineering and status information to Earth.

b. High Gain: This system provides high speed two

" way communications while the vehicle is stopped.
3. Scienee

_ a. TV Cameras (2)
" '" b. Optical Activity Test

c. GC-MS

•"_ d. Radioisotope growth test

e. Turbidity and pH growth test
f. Calorimetric

._ g. Sound detectionh. Magnetic propertie s
: i. Seismometry

.: _, j. Meteorology

"'_:' 1 k. Soil Moisture
I. Surface Gravity

_ m. ABL

4. Power Generation and Storage

._: 5. Thermal Control

i_ 6. Nay igation

7. Obs_acie Avoidance

8. Vehicle Structure

"':i _ Modes of Vehicle Operation

._ |_.! Four modes of vehicle operation have been defined. They are• the following:

I. Roving Modes, Fig. 8: The function of the vehicle
in the Roving Modes is to transport the Science Subsystem
across the surface of Mars. A routing algorithm residing
in the core memory of the CCS is provided with a current
destination (updated from Earth during science stop), the
current position of the vehicle (updated by the Navigation
Subsystem), and a map of the terrain (provided by the long-

! range Obstacle Avoidance Subsystem). The algorithm issues
i commands to the Vehicle Structure Subsystem, which causes

the vehicle to seek its destination. When the destination

• _" is reached, or a problem arises which the algorithm is un-
able to cope with, control is restored to the decision
making section of the CCS which calls for further action.

,_ '_

"°' '_
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; The External Interrupt Service section of the CCS
will handle emergencies and external interrupts on a

- _ priority basis. The subsystem engineering data and

the science incubation data, if is stored in the
any,

DDS for later transmission to Earth. A small amount

of engineering and status information is transmitted

I back to Earth via the low-speed communication subsystem.
2. Science Mod, Fig. 9: The vehicle is stationary

i during the Science Mode. The first priority is to• ' establish two-way high speed communications with Earth.
q The Science Control Program will then control the per-

formance of the scientific experiments.

3. Recharge Mode, Fig. 10: The Recharge Mode is
_ entered when not enough power is available in the

i _ batteries for continuation of the Roving or Science" w Modes. All unnecessary systems are shut down until
> enough energy has been stored by using the RTG's to

charge the batteries to continue.
4. Idle _bde, Fig. ii: The Idle Mode is entered when
it will not be possible to establish communications withET

|_ Earth, should an emergency arise. A timer will signal
the programmed mode to be entered at the appropriate time.

System Model
.(_

The upper half of Figure II shows a typical organizational

_ structure for a mini-computer system. The Processor communicate_
_ with the core memory over the Memory Bus. Control is exerted over

extecnal devices and information is passed both ways between the
Processor and external devices via the Input/0utput Bus. Special

-'_ [_ external devices an communicate with the core memory directly on
"'_ [ a cycle stealing basis.

._ The lower diagram shows the application of the above structure
to the problem at hand. The external devices are replaced by vehicle
subsystems. Data from the subsystems is fed directly into the FDS,
external to this diagram.

Future Work

The immediate goal of this task is the derivation of at least
a simplified definition of subsystem control I/Oo The analysis of
vehicle operation and subsystem data processing requirements is

!: continuing along with the study of existing computer systems.
i"

The long range goal of this task is the determination of a de-

li tailed model of the computer, structure and organization, architecture,and physical characteristics. The model could eventually be programmed
on a mini-computer, such as the Interdata-4. A hardware realization

_' F_ could be constructed from this implementation with a relatively small

I_ expenditure of effort. An I/0 Bus would be extended to a working model
of the vehicle structure. Sensing circuits in the model would be re-

qulred only for those functions to be implemented, such as mobility

control.
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' Task C. Navlgatlon_ Terrain Modeling and _ath Selection

The mission plan to undertake a systematic exploration of Mars

i; requires that the roving vehicle can be instructed to proceed under remotecontrol from its landing site to a succession of desired locations. This
objective requires that the vehicle possess the capabilities: of sensing
and interpreting the terrain to provide the information required by a path
selection system, of selecting paths with due regard to safety and other
considerations, and of knowing its location and that of its destination.
Tasks relating to these objectives have been defined and are under active

I study. The progress achieved to date is described in the sections immediate-
ly following.

I Task C.I. Nav_?at_on Systems
The aim of tl,_navigation task _s to provide a continuous record

of the position of the vehlr!e as it explores the Martian surface. It

li was decided to break this objective down into two main of navi-
types

gation systems. The Vehicle Navigation System provides a continuous
estimate of the vehicle's position. However, this estimate contains

li some error which grows with time. The Satellite Navigation System pro-vides a more accurate estimate of the vehicle's position at discrete
instances of time. These are then used to correct the error in The

I_ VehicleNavigationSystem. _,
Past work reported in Ref. 9 included stxr tracking and local

vertical detection systems. During the past period, emphasis has

been directed of satellite orbital and
to optimization parameters

to problems related to range measurements and satellite tracking.

[! Task C.I.a. Satellite Navigation System - Ronald E. 3anosko
Faculty Advisor: Prof. C. N. Shen

Iii In the last progress report covering this area ofinvestigation, Refo 9, the basic _atellite navigation
system was derived. Thzs proposed system used three

I' scalar measurements of the distance from the rover tc
I the satellite to locate the rover. Using the:c distance

_ measurements, _¢ , three equations of the form

z ._ -r_

were able to be formed and solved for _, the rover
lo¢atlon, if the satellite loeati¢,ns, _" _ were kno%m.
At that time an error analysis was also performed. The
object of this analysis was to find the mean s luared
error in locating the rover as a function of the mean
squared error in the distance measurements and in the

prediction of the satellite positions.

It was noted at that time that the mean _quared
error in locating the rover was a function of the

[_ measurement geometry. Since that report this task hasconcerned itself with properly identifying the error
sources in the measurements Jnvolved and with determining
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_ the optimal mensurement geometry. The optimal measure-) merit genera',, _,-.xng d__fined as that geometry which reduces
; the meax squared location error to a minimum.

":! [' Referring to Fig. 12 we can briefly review the prob-
lem formulation. A more compi:te derivation is contained
in Ref. 9, I0. First it is assumed that the satellite orbit

i is circular and in the plane of the _rs equator. If the
satellites are separated by an angular distance o_ then the
three satellite locations can be given by:

[ .

'[
The rover is to be located in the plane of the II and 12

'" Ii axes, thus

.i _r K (_,,_', _°,_, °) (2)

_. From equations (1) and (2), the distances that are measured

. _ can be given byi

:)_ In the above equations A represent_ the altitude of the

•?_ _ orbit above the Mars _urface, R is the radius of Mars, an0
is the distance that the rover is above the orbital

" _ plane.

:\'_ If Z_p_isthe mean squared error in measuring the dis-

.-. tance 2 and
r! ,_

i_ I. sT--_(_,-_,_,(,_-%'}_(_-_j _

then the mean squared error in locating the satellite is

given by

i .

"' _ which is a function of the variables A, _, _ , and/3 .
Where _ is the angular distance from the subsatellite

"" _- point on the surface of Mars from which the satellite can
!. be seen for a 45 de_ree from vertical zestriction on the

look angle

b
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[:: Equation (6) is to be minimized with respect to

the variables A, c_ , _ , and _ . Unfortunately the
; problem is not so simple as a pure minimization problem

.[ for certain constraints must be met by the variables at

' the solution point. The geometric constraints were de-

rived in the last report and in Ref. 10 and are simply

I repeated here for completeness. They can be written as
3- a

- (7)i-

f-

F:- A.< (10)

|= Where equations (7) and (8) were rewritten as inequalities

|_. instead of equallties as in Ref. 9 to more accurately re-

.: k present the problem.

The constraints that have to do with using a laserrange finder to measure the distances between the rover and

the satellite are given below. Their formulation is con-

_ siderably different than previously reported because of some

_ inaccurate choice of parameters. As before the power re-
$ ceived by the detecter, Pr, must be greater than or equal to

_: _ the minimum power detectable, Pmin, or

Pr >/ Pin (ii)

";, _ Also if Pt is the power transmitted, and PT is the power

G incident on the target area, AT, then

: _ o< AT

Likewise lett£ng A be the receiver arear

rt  (g0; (13)

Where in equations (12) and (13), _)eand Or are the beam

divergence angles of the transmitted and reflected beams

rcspectively, and _ is the average distance between therover and the satellite. Fquations (ii), (12) and (13) can

be combined to yield

p,= '1¢2¢TArATP-
_ _ ?. .
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I_

• _ where _ is the optical efficiency of the system, _ais theone way atmospheric power transmissivity, and _ is the
efficiency of the reflector. It should be mentioned that

; | it has been assumed that a retroflector is used as the

f target area on the satellite.

The mean squared measurement error can be approxlma-

ted by

15 (15)

which is from Ref. II. From Ref. 12, we can also find that

45%[1+ n6/n<+ L p

Thus the mean squared distance measurement error can be

i- related to the distance measured by equations (14), (15)
|_ and (16) which then can be related to the variables A, o4 ,

_, [_ _ and _ by equation (3) where
1

T_a remaining laser constraint is used to guarantee

'- _ that the time between sightings is greater than the minimum
l_ time needed between laser pulses. Setting the minimum time

'x at I sec. the time constraint can be given as

7 (18)

'" t'_ which is from Ref. 13 and holds for a circular orbit.

All of the parameters chosen for the minimization are
;:_ given in Table I which lists the symbol for the parameter,
I'_ the equation it is used in, the parameter name and the value
' chosen and where applicable the reference that the value was

taken from.

The minimization of equation (6) was performed for two
cases. Case 1 subjected to minimization to only the con-

i straints given by equations (7) thru (I0), that is the caseof constant mean squared range error. Case 2 subjected the
minimization to equations (7) thrs (I0) and equations (14)
thru (18). The results for both cases are presented in Table

Ii If.
_ After the optimal measurement geometry was determined

_! it was decided to study the visibility requirements. That
is, it was felt that the orbit shoul? be further specified
so that the rover would be able to see that satellite for a

_ large portion of the orbit. Referring to Fig. 13, it is
"-_' possible to derive simplified criteria for the visibility

•
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TABLE I

• LIST OF CONSTANTS

I SYMBOL NAME EQUATION VALUE REFERENCE

R Mars radius 1,2,3,7 3367 km 15

I %in Minimum orbit altitude 9 I00 km -

A Maximum orbit altitude i0 6000 km -

• _ I! max .Sx10"8i Pmin Minimum detectable power II watts 9

• li Pt Transmitted power of laser 12 5x107 watts

Target area on satellite 12,14 2.0x10 "6 km2

' _ et Transmitted beam divergence 12,14 l.Tx10"2 tad.

8r Reflected beam divergence 13,14 .6x10-4 rad.

_T Reflector efficiency 14 1.00 rad.

• _ Ar Receiver area 13,14 2x10 "8 km2
_ ._ Optical efficiency 14 .9

': '_ _ a One way atmospheric trans- 14 .9misivity

_, K Constant depending on 15 .4 3

'':_. _ receiver characteris_.ics
: _ c Speed of light 15 3x105 km/sec -

•¢ b Bandwidth 15,16 I07 Hz 3

:i" q Electron charge 16 1.6x10 -19 coul. -

n quantum efficiency 16 .02 4Frequency of laser 16 4.32xi014 /sec

h Planck's constant 16 6.63xi0 "34 joules/see

Id Receiver dark current 16 8x10 "14 amps 4

PB Background power 16 Ixl0"II watts 4

i|
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i TABLEn

RESULTS OF OPTIMIZATION PROGRAM

•''":_' 1;:

_ Case I ( constant) Case 2 ( variable)

A 2971.06 km 1921.5 km

, I 1.16 x I0"4 tad. 5.38 x I0"4 rad.

r; .s_/ _., _._,

- . y

r:.'-! TABLE III

_ RESULTS OF VISIBILITY STUDY

t_

4C)_
G
|._ Case I (partial Case 2 (total Viking

;ii! "__ .... visibility_ , ,Visibilit_,

_. a (semi-major 15,781 kn 23,688 km 20,400
axis)

_, _ _. e (eccentricity) .6649 .7767 .766

':" _ _ i (inclination) 11045'25.4'' 11045'25.4" -20° to +

' Periapsis 1921.5 km 1921.5 km 1400 h

" [ altitude

[

,_:__ t}!• ,%.
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]; constraints. Two cases were investigated. The firstassumed that the rover had to be able to see the satellite

for th_ whole orbit. More accurately the rover had to be

able to see the orbit so that if the orbiter were in the
section visible from that location that rover could com-

municate with the satellite. The problem of synchronization
of the rover and orbiter locations was not considered. The

I second case assumed that"the rover had to see the orbit for
only part of the orbit. _

The criteria for the first case, total visibility, areseen from Fig. 13, to be

h R

and

[ o5>. a
:.,o_(,4+?_-_,',,,(_+i) (2o)

I which are derived using the end points of the orbit, i.e.points I and I, and II and 2. The criteria for partial
visibility can likewise be found using points I and i, and

I III and 3. Point III is located so that it is the minimumdistance from point 3 on the latitude. These criteria can
be written

%

_ {i- e"_ >_,
_o=(×_; "_- s,',,C,_-i) (21)

I and _(,

Where to guarantee that a solution is possible

+ f _ 45° (23)

for the total visibility case. For the partial visibility
case

!

i must hold.

- Instead of solving that problem as a nonlinear pro-

/ gramming problem, it was decided to make some
re_sonable

approximations to arrive at a simplified algebraic solution.
First, we assume that we only want to minimize that loca-

' tion error at one point, periapsis. From this approxima-tion we see that

I
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where _ is the latitude of the rover and _of_ is theoptimal distance that the rover should be from the orbital
plane. This alsJ indicates that

a(l-e) = R + A (26)
opt

i where Aop t is the optimal altitude of the satelllte at perl-apsls. To solve for the orbital inclination i, we must
specify the rover latitude _ then the inclination is given
from equation (25). For total visibility equations (20) and

(26) must be simultaneously solved for a and e. Likewise for
- partial visibility equations (22) and (26) must be solved to

obtain the a and e which correspond to that case.

l For _ equal to 30 degrees and using the optimal geometry

for the variable _ case the results of this visibility
study is sh_n in Table III. Also included for comparison <
in that table arethe design parameters for a Viking mission f
taken from Ref. 14. It is noted that the orbital parameters

for the navigation scheme are reasonable when compared to the _

Viking parameters. Also because the Viking parameters are
for an eliptical synchronous orbit, it would be better to use
that orbit for the satellite. The use of a s_ichronous orbit

simplifies the problem of timing of the distance measurementsto the time when the satellite is visible. The slight loss :

of accuracy in the location process is most likely worth the

simplification of the measurement problem. That this losswould indeed be small is noted in Table II. For the large

change in the altitude A the change in the ratio mse/_
is rather small.

Equation (6) is really only the part of the mse that is a
function of the geometry of the relative satellite apd rover

|_ locations. There is also a term that is constant for any geo-
metry that refers to the error caused in locating the rover that is
due to the error in the prediction of the satellite position.
This term is derived in Ref. I and 2. Thus the mse rover

I_ location can be approximated as

, " rose = 26 _p_ + 3 (27)

In general the _ is in the or_:r of a few meters. The
satellite however can be located to only within a few kilo-
meters. So the dominant error in the location scheme is due

to the error in the satellite location _. However, even
with this large satellite error the error in locating the

"" rover is only about 15 kilometers. Earth based schemes given
. in Ref. 14 are able to locate the rover to within about 50-60

kilometers showing that the satellite navigation system is
, stl]l an improvement over earth based systems.

At the present time effort is being devoted to reducing
the error that is due to the satellite error. A final report

" covering all phases of the research into the use of a satellite
navigation system is scheduled to be completed in the late

spring.
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Task C.l.b. Range Measurement and Satellite Tracking - G. Zuraskl
Faculty Advisor: Prof. C. N. Shen

[_ A satellite navigation scheme for the Martian rover
requires the measurement of the distance between the rover
and the satelllte in order to locate the rover in a Mars

I reference frame, Ref. I0. The distance to be measured isof the order of several thousand kilometers and must be

measured to within several meters. A laser range finder

I combined with a retroreflecting surface on the satellite willbe shown to meet the requirements of the navigation scheme.
Of primary concern is the weigbt and power requirements of the
system. An attempt has been made to include as many factors

Ii in the calculation of the for
possibleas power requirements

a given accuracy while at the same time using as simple a
system as possible for reliability.

It is also possible to use the same laser range finder
for close range obstacle detection, since the geometric pmver

I_ loss resulting from a long range measurement is greater than: the reflective power loss from a diffuse target at close
range. Problems involved in both close range and long range
measurement are being investigated and a mathematical model

Ii of the range finding system is being developed.

The measurement procedure is initiated by a trigger

"
, pulse from the on-board computer. The trigger pulse causes

the laser to fire a single short pulse of light, Fig. 14.
: A small photodetector mounted on the laser senses the le_ding

_ edge of the light pulse and starts the counter. The light
_ travels to the target, is reflected, and returns to the light

• receiver. The light receiver collects light and focuses it on

r. a second photodetector which stops the counter. The counter

' [! now contains a number which is proportional to the distance
between the range finder and the target. The on-board com-
puter reads out this number and computes the one-way range

Ii from the following simple equation:

, R = cnT
2

where

R = Distance to the target (km)
c = Speed of light (km/sec.)
n _ Number contained in the counter

: T = Period of the counter clock (see.)

'/.

For T ffi 10 "9 see., c ffi 3x108 m/see,, and n ffi 1.33xi07 the

!._ range is

: R = (3xlO8)_(1.33xi07) (10"9.)= 2000 kin.
3

I': Note that the counter must be 8 decades long in order to

I record n.

li
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_" |" The range error is primarily a function of the counter

clock period, the pulse width of the laser, the signal-to-

I': noise raclo at the receiver, variation in the speed of light

[ passing through atmosphere, and refraction, A. The range
error due £o the pulse width of the laser and the signal-to-
noise ratio can be derived as follows. The laser pulse width

I is q_ and has a of width _f. Assume tllenoise is
spectrum

gausslan and occupies the same frequency band Af. It can now
be shown, Ref. 16, that the range error is zero mean gausslan

I with standard deviations given by:

_. 4 _ B (I)

where S/N = Signal-to-noise ratio in energy
7

r _! B = Second moment of the transmitted spectrum
Note that if the transmitted spectrum is bell shaped, then

2B = f and if the spectrum is rectangu1,,_, 0_ = _f/ 2_3.
Note also that Equation (I) does not hold if t e signal-to-

' noise ratio is sufficiently small. As an example, consider

_ the case where the laser pulse envelope can be approximated

by stn2 _'t I'r
2 _t/'_ , where "I"is the laser pulse _idth and t is

time. The corresponding spectrum is rectangular of width
• /kf = 2/T" • For T = i0 nsec, Af = 2xlO8 Hz. Since tile spectrum

is rectangul_ar_ B =Af/2_. For S/N = I0, and c = 3x108

" _R)2m/see., = 13 cm.

The signal-to-noise ratio for a photomultlplier tube can
, be expressed as, Ref. 17:

i

6L JI>'45 + +I

_ where

I ( Tl = Quantum efficiency of photomultiplleri q = Electron charge (coul.)

h = Planck's constant (Joules-sec.)

F'= Frequency of rsdlation (sec"l)

If Pr = Received power (watts)

7: = Internal signal multiplication factor

U b ,=Bandwidth (Hz)k = Boltzman constant

T = Temperature (OK)

Req = Equivalent load resistance (ohms)
PB = Background ?o_:,erfalling on the detector (watts)

Id = Dark curreht (amps)

I
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I_ A similar expression exists for photodiodes, the
:: difference being that several of the t_rms have different
£ exponents. The first term in the denominator of Equation

'_ [' (2) represents thermal noise and is generally insignificant
I

in a well designed photomultiplier. The last three terms
represent shot noise from the received signal, the background

i signal, and the dark current. The background signal can be
minimized by use of a narrowband light filter. For b = 107 Hz.

| _ = .02, M = 4.7xi06, _= 4.32xi014 Hz, q = 1.6xlO"19 coul.,

63xi0 "34 . Id 8xlO-14 = .6x_O "8 watts,• | h = 6. Joule-see , -- amp, Pr

• negligible background radiation, and shot noise limited opera-

:. 'i tion, S/N = I0. This example is typical of an S-20 photo-
'_i |_ multiplier, Ref. 17.

_. [_ The quantization czror due to the clock period, T, of

I_ the counter can be expressed as:
>
" R = cT

j' Since nanosecont, counters are available, this error is small

(_R = 30 cm for T = I nsec) and will not be considered

_.. max
_ further.

•_ The velocity of light_ e, varies with the properties of

_' _ the medium. For example, the veloc_',-yof light in vacuum and
'i':._" _- the velocity of light in air at STP agree only t_ about one
'i"'''_ part in a thousand, Ref 18 The velocity of light in a vacuum

._ _ is known to one part in 106 . The velocity of light in the

_" I_ Martian atmosphere can be approximated if the atmospheric corn-

position can be determined and the range error can then be
estimated as a functzon of the psth length through th_ atmos-

"5_ phere. More work will be done on this in the future.
'._

The error due to r_fraction for a horizontal measurement._

:. _._ is illustrated in Fig. 15. It can be shown that, Ref. 19
m

• fl = -I/(dm/dh)

I" where

= Radius of curva'_ure
m = Refractive index

h = Helgl.L

Also, Z.e - Rf

where e and _ are shown in Fig: 15
£--

&" --i-q-6"

_ where R0 = True distance

,> ,.:. The displacement of the spot on ' re_ ivlng plane is:
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.; e has been measured to be as large as 40 _ad/knl on earth,
._': and _ is typically 1.35 m for a 10 km measurement distance

-. :::_ _"_ on earth. An estimate of this effect will be carried out
, | for the Martian atmosphere in future work.

_, The power output required of the laser can be determined
from the minimum detectable received power and the power

losses along the transmission path. The transmitted power

and received power are related by

,I

A Sa2$TArAT

_i i = Pt (3)

•ii , Pr g a. 2,
, ..,[ @r t

. .- ._. where

:=_'_ H Pr = Power received (watts)
: 44 = Efficiency of the optics

"'_, Sa = One-way atmos-oheric_ loss

• _ _" _T = Rcf!cctive loss
•. A = Receiver area
:__. r

"_ _ AT'= Target area (km2)

ii_ Sr = Returned beam divergence angle (rad)

,. _ St = Transmitted beam divergence angle (rad) • •
":'_:_'_-,._; Pt = Transmitted }>ower (watts)

:ii'i)ii_ R = Range. (km)

For _= .9, Sa 2 = .9, Ar = 200 cm2, _t = 1.7xlO -2 rad., Sr = "6xlO-4rad''

'!_ @TAT = 2 m2, R = 2000 km:pr = l.qTxlO _16 P_

-. } These numbers are typical for measuring the distance to
the satellite. Equation 3 was derived on the assumption

of a beam of uniform intensity. The output of a single

|- mode laser has a gaussian irradiance distribution which

is truncated by the collimating optics.

I(r) = 2P exp._-2r2/R 2)
Rz

.-_ where
• r = Radial distance from beam center

::._ P = Laser power,.: i -2

angle in the far field to the e"2 irradiance points is:

i
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_ where_ffi Wavelength of the light.

/_ _ There is an optimum collimated beam size giving the smallest

_ possible spot at any given distance, Ref. 19. It can also
, be , own that the largest irradiance results at the center

of the received spot for a one-way transmission if the trans-

I mitred beam is truncated at the radius where its irradiancehas dropped to 8.1% of the maximum value. Due to the motion

of the satellite a relativistic effect takes place which results

in the return beam being off center. Therefore, it would be, desirable to have a f!at-tnpped irradiance distribution. This

; can be achieved to some extent by choice of the collimating

[; optics, Further work will be done in this area also.

""_ Work done thus far indicates that the range errors in the

/_ ]_ laser rangeflnder are of the order of a meter or less. This is

I i more than adequate for the application considered here. A large
"''._ "_ portion of the weight of the laser rangefinder is in the power

. _ supply capacitors used to fire the laser. As has been sho_1,

: _ ._ the ratio of power transmitted to power received is very great

• _ |._ and therefore a high peak transmitted power is required. In

.: _ order to minimize this power and _he weight of the power supply,
_ the beam divergence of the transmitted light must be kept to

_ the minimum necessary to illuminate the satellite. A tracking

,_ scheme to locate the satellite within some limits is to be in-

___ii vest igated. Shown below is t;e projected time table.

"_J_ _ NOV DEC Jm_ FEB MARCH APRIL MAY

!_ LASER

'_._ n

;:_i_ _ TRACKINGSYST_4

,_ _ _TC_.!_RADAR
%

FI;L:d_

I ... REPORT

I
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__ I_ Task C.2. Obstacle Detection Systems
"_ Task C.2.a. Obstacle D_.ection and Instrumentation- J. Golden

"_ I! Faculty Advisor: Prof. C. N. Shen

The objective of this task is to develop a short tango

I_ obstacle detection system and to define instrumentation re-quirements for an unmanned Mars rover. Past work, Ref. 9,
has described studies of long range navigation (Task C.l.a),

I medium range terrain sensing and modeling systems as well asa first study of short range terrain and obstacle sensing.
As part of this task, an analysis of terrain characteristics

} [: was undertaken to provide some rational basis for design of
|_ an obstacle detection system. This analysis suggests that

L: mountains and hills, considered as plus obstacles, will tend
_: to be geographically clustered, while craters and other
_: negative obstacles, considered as minus obstacles, will tend

to be geographically isolated,

_ _ On the basis of this qualitative analysis, it is con-
_ eluded that a straightforward "walkaround" mode of obstacle

_' _ detection may well be optimal. System requirements for such
_ ,_ a method include l) constant sensing via discrete measure-

_ ments and 2) detection of plus- and minus- obstacles at a

_ range of 3 meters. Fig. 16 depicts rover's obstacle detec-
tion , with path B illustrating the proposed "walkaround"

:_ mode to minimize path length.

'__ Alternatives to the above proposal are I) an accurate
'_:'i_ _ terrain modelling and path selection at short range, and 2)

a very short range "emergency stop" mode, possibly in conjunc-

!_ tion with one of the other methods. The emphasis of this

_;_ report is instrumentation for any of the above possible systems.

J:!i_ _ Instrumentation.. 3

'_ I'_ A range finder scheme, consisting either of a simple
! horizontal scan, or a more sophisticated coordinated vertical

and horizontal scan (e.g, phased array radar), was considered.
The type of scan would be determined from a final decision on
the complexity desired, considering the three system alterna-
tives mentioned above. This report begins an analysis of

different types of instrumentation, amenable to either instru-
mentation scheme. Laser, radar and sonar will be investigated,
beginning with sonar.

i: Sonar

i The scheme, Ref. 20, will basically operate by transmit-

_ tlng a sound wave of narrow beamwidth forward, and receiving
.. !,_ the return pulse some time later. The range then is determined,

['._ Ref. 21, by the equation:

"'_ I_ R = cT-f- (l)
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• where

R = range to obstacle

_ _ c = speed of sound._ T = time of echo, measured by a digital counter

The angle at which the obstacle is located will be

i- determined by the angle at which the sensor is turned at
the time of reception, The parameters of range and one
angle (or two angles, in the horizontal and vertical scan

_ technique) will suffice to define the location of the ob-
[ steele.

•- Note also that there is an inherent quantization erro_

" due to the time increm:_nts of the digital counter used,
obeying the relation:

_" _ _ R = cAT
_ 2 (2)

where _ T = increments of the digital counter
_ and A R = error in range measurement

To investigate this error further, the speed of sound,
Ref. 22, on Mars will now be calculeted, according to the

formula (valid for ideal gases):

i I C = ( a B t)_ (3)where c = speed of sound
:_ a = constant = 1.29 on Mars

[.,_ B = gas constant = 35.12 joule

ibm-deg R
i; _ t = temperature, absolute = 360 deg R on Mars

The above values were predictions based on a model of

the Martian atmosphere composed of 100% CO2, Ref. 23. With

._ _ these values, we find:
c = ((1.29) (35.12 Joule) (32 ft-lbm) (360 deg R))"

(Ibm-deg R ) seez Ibf )

I = 723 f._.t = 220 meter
SSC 8ec

Referring now to the previous equation for quantization
error, notice that for a reasonable error (say R = 4 inches),

;. a digital counter with increments of 1 millisecond is required
for a sonar system. For a laser or radar system, the incre-
ments would have to be 1 nanosecond or less for the same low

"'. I.-_ error, because the speed of light is so much larger. This
• _' represents a much more sophisticated counter.

t'_

:' The disparate speeds of sound and light have other rami-
"" _'_ fications on the choosing of an instrumentation. Considering
• i'_ the range equation (I) and the speed of sound equation (3), a

typical measurement at a range of 3 meters takes 27 milliseconds.
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_erefore the period associated with the sonar pulse train
would have to be about 100 milliseconds. During each hori-

zontal scan, we assume that rover has progressed i meter, orless, to insure that the scan doesn't miss many obstacles.
Assuming rover moves at 1 meter/second, then, the t_e associ-
ated with each scan is 1 second. For sonar, this means only

I0 measurements can be taken whereas
per scan, electr_agnetlc

methods would all_ about 10 million measurements. It is

likely that 10 measurements per scan would be insufficient

: [ data to construct an accurate model of the terrain, as required
[ in a c_tplex obstacle detection method, e.g. a coordinated

vertical and horizontal scan. For a s_ple "walkaround" mode,
{ _ or "emergency stop" mode, i0 measurements would give sufficient

E data t¢ work with. Therefore sonar is restricted to being used
on the less c_plex navigation methods.

.-_i P_er considerations are very important, and can be in-

% vestigated by using the radar range equation, Ref. 21:

P _2R4 (4)

rwhere Pr = p_er received (see Fig. 17)

Pt = p_er transmitted

/_• R = range to obstacle

_ [ K = constant

The wavelangth of a typical radar or sonar system is close,
i U about 10-2 meters, Ref. 24 and 25, but the much smaller wave-
!_ _ length of a laser, 4 x i0-7 meters, Ref. 25, indicates an advan-
...._ tage for laser systems. But prel_ina_ investigati_s show

"_ r that the attenuation of a wave by dust particles in the _rtian
a_osphere is a function of the wavelength, with lower wave-

_'i__ length waves introducing greater attenuati_, _f. 21. _ order
"° to accon_odate these c_flicting trends, the object of future

[-"
work will be to dete_ine a likely min_umvalue for power re-
ceived, based on a typical minimumdetectable si_al-to-nolse
ratio, say I0 db. After this, a minimum transmitted p_er will

[ be determined fr_ the able equation for each type system.
! Finally, the power reql_irement will be found fr_:

_ Pt = efficiency x Power _put (5)

I*
, where the efficiency will take on values of typical sonar,

_,.. laser and radar system. _st, p_er requirements c_, be c_-

i paredandajud entmade.
L-

;._ As a note _ s_ar systems, the size of the trmsmltter
j-, [--

' , _.. m_ pr_e to be a factor in choosing or scrapp_g sonar. AtL.,

[- the least, special desi_ may have to be made for a suitable

" tr_sducer. _e reas_ for these complications is the I_
.-._
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acoustic impedance on Mars, i.e., the product of the speed•_ of sound and the density. Consider the intensity of a sound
wave in the Martian atmosphere. Its power is given by P_f.'l

:_.. l_. 24 as: .--
I

Pt" ½ A2a2 (6)

where = transmittedPt power

j_ = density

l c= speed of sound (Ref. to Fig. 18)
A = area of transmitter

Co = frequency of transmitted wave

a = amplltude of vibration

[i
On Mars, the factorj0c is very small, only .1% its

'_ value on Earth, Ref. 4. "Therefore, to insure sufficient
"._ _ power, the size of the transmitter may prove to be too large,

i_ li considering the above equation.

:._ r To get some estimate of the transmitter siz_ required,

_ !! the above equation is solved for the required area of the
_._ speaker to insure a transmitter power of i0 watts. A fre-

quency of i kHz is assumed, and a vibration _mplltude of .01

E ft. = .003 meter. Equation (6) becomes:
,* 1
._ 10 W = 2 (3.59 x 1O"6 slug/ft3)(723 ft/sec)(2 IkHz)2(.Ol ft)2 A

Solving for A, we find that the transmitter area required
:..,. is 1.44 ft2, which is not an unreasonable size.

_, The actual error equation involves another term besides
the quantization error:

:(. R = _cAT + --'Y---TA c (7)

r r..,: The deviation in the speed of sound is an important factor

_ [i on Mars because of the substantial wind velocity ,v 57 meters,
|J

from Ref. 23. The effect of the wind would cause error|e_n

range, according to the above equation. Also, errors in angles
would be present, due to refraction of the sound wave. These

effects would be large, but could be compensated by insta11Ing

a wind meter on the rover to approximate, posslbly using a

Taylor Series, the wind along the path of the sound wave. A

computer could then vectorially correct for the effect of the
wlnd.

Calibration of the equipment is recommended to determine

._ the unknown speed of sound, instead of trying to derive
,:'. accurate atmospheric parameters and using a previous equation

: I.i'_ to find c. This calibration could be made by aiming the sensor
- at a point on the rover, a known distance away, then measuring

P_

the corresponding time of the echo to determine c, the speed of

l_[_i._ sound. This calibration method would be superior to an equation

t_r,
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Dethod, because it would probably be more accurate. Also,

3, by repeatedly calibrating, a good value for c could be

.,_ _ found without resorting to its dependence on temperature,

"_" |i pressure,
etc.

A flnal evaluatlon of a sonar systam will be made as

p investigations are begun on radar and laser, in comingmonths. One possibility that is being considered, should
sonar fall to be optimal for S]_ methods because of low

.. accuracy, is to use a sonar system in an "emergency stop"capability. This capabillt7 would allow obstacles that
" somehow sneaked past the SRN, tO be detected in t/me to

• _. _ avoid damage to the rover. Work to be pursued in the'4 future is indicated below.
._: FU?URE SCHEDULE
_.

_. _ JAN F_.B MAR APR MAY|-i

_ Son.r I_plementation -

• _: _ l_adar Implementatlon

System Comp_rl Son "'

• _ Final Report

E Task C.2.b. Obstacle Detection System - William Mounce

,,_. Faculty Advisor: Prof. C. N. Shen

:" .._. E An autonomous Martian roving vehicle must have the
.r_ ability to detect and avoid obstacles dar.gerous to its

, '-._ _ safety such as boulders, craters, and cre,vaces, as it movesacross the surface of the planet. The detection system

":ii _ would be concerned with the range 3 meters to 30 meters infront of the vehicle and should operate continuously so as.
:-.._ to avoid frequent data stops which waste mission time. The
::.'!i _ system must also conform to the size, weight, power, and

-.. |_ computer spac_ limitations of a feasible space vehicle while
." insuring vehicle safety.

[ As a precurser to the study of this problem, all avail-
able reports on past work in the area of navigation were
studied to determine what proposals had been considered, what

I problems were encountered, type system
and what environment

was most likely, This last area included consideration of
systems already needed by the rover for possible double usage,

. such as use of the on-board television camera for obstacle
, detection, and resulted in the discover3/ of a possible solution

to another part of the navigation problem; the use of the
• I

'._.'.' I;' rover's high gain communications antenna direction to update
• _ the reference direction of the rover's Eyro-compass, Reg. 26.

•-: . Because of its potential value a_ e_.ther a primary or a back-

,.. _ _.: up system, a brief study was initiated to determine the value

!_ of future study into the scheme. A system which accurately
'.. aligned the antenna, Ref. 27, on a tone sent from earth would

•
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• ,_ combine this direction with the local vertical and the

" ,_ position of the earth to determine a reference dire_tic_.

. The reference corrections would take place at rover sci-

I ence stops when the antenna must be pointed at earth any-
way, and could refer to either astronomical data or rover
generated earth position data from a known rover position,

I This system has a long way to go before it reaches final
form, but it is definitely an area of future interest.

[ On the obstacle detection problem the past work con-sisted of studies in two areas: a short range optical
': obstacle detection, and a terrain modeling and path selec-

tion algorithm scheme for the longer range problem of

_ !_: avoidin, hills and large depressions, Ref. 28. An attempt
was made by Kautio, Ref, 29, to adopt this longer range

:. scheme to the short range problem buc several difficulties

':" |_ were encountered: the gradient output of the algorithm was
If very inaccurate when dealing with fractions of meters, the

,3 system was overly sensitive to elevation angle and ranging
_, _ errors, a prohibitive amolsrt of computer memoir was neces-

sary to adequately define the terrain, an_ the rover had Co
be stationary to provide a fixed data base, Ref. 29. These

: I_, studi_ showed the need for a completely different approach
|_ to the short range problem.
il

_ The physical constraints under which any detection

•system must operate are not specifled yet, but two pre!imi-

i,'_ g_ nary designs are available which will probably be close to
:_'_ the final rover, Ref. 26 and 29:

._ Rover Speed 13.9 cm/sec
_._ " Width -2 meters

'._ r. " Length -3 meters

•_ [ Sensor Height 2-3 meters
Step Height Max. 43 c_n R.P.I. 40.64 cm NASA

'_'_ Rover Rover

._ _.'_ Crevace Max 86 om 81.28 cm

The last two parameters are based solely on wheel dimensions

" and do not include the ability of t_e NASA vehicle to "push"itself up over some obstacles. These parameters set a limit
on sensor resolutions, thus forming the ma_-n basis for design.

I A possible system which avoids the problems encount, ered
in the previous studies would ev_. loy a highly directional
range finder, probably a laser, which would sweep the _rea in

• 1: front of the rovA.r at a fixed distance with a split beam which
t hits the surface at two points, as in Fig. 19. The fixed

... _ range gives the system simplicity by precludLng the need for a

[_i complicated vertical scan pattern necessary to insure Chat no
obstacle disappears between adjacent beams. Each split _ulse

i of the range finder would have two retur_m separated by a time

-'* t- lag determined by the beam elevation angle and the nature of

I _ the terrain. The comparison of the return times will give
: sufficient indication of the slope of the terrain such that,
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{ _ if a discontinuity such as a boulder or crater were present,
!_ |_ the variation £r_u the time difference of the return from a

. flat plane would signal an obstacle, as shown by Fig. 20.
:_ [" The angular distance between the two elements of the split

! beam in the vertical plane is determined by either the de-

sired step height detected or crevace width detected; which-
- ever gives the mos_ desirable performance. The horizontal

sweep, as shown in Fig. 21, should be as fast as practical
so that the area in front of the rover is carefully searched,

but it must be at least fast enough so that there is over-

lapping coverage in spite of the rover's forward motion sothat no terrain is missed if the rover rolls up over a small
rise.

_i A preliminary design of this system which swept the

terrain 7 meters from the vehicle using a sensor 3 meters

[i above ground and a horizontal beam spacing of .75 cm gave the
ili following results :

:_ Beam Elevation: lower 70.5° _ _) = 1.5°

_ _ upper 72 °

_ Beam Length lower 9.018 m] _ = .708m

* _ upper 9.726 m]

Flat Plane t: 4.72 n see.

r, Thresho!d : 4._ n sec.

i _ Step Detection: 25 cm.

,: The horizontal spacing was set at 75 cm so that no crevaces
" _ could escape between the beam elements, but if the sweep rate

[! in the horizontal plane is sufficiently fast, this restriction

_ may be relaxed and the beam split could be set by the step

_ height detection desired.

-_, Once a discontinuity is detected, a flag set on that"

" I|_ azimuth in the computer memory would define it as a dangerous: direction and the rover would start turning away in a direc-

tion determined by the obstacle location and thc desired
heading. The horizontal sweep must be sufficiently wide so
that the rover can swing around an obstacle without leaving

the area scanned by the detector. If the obstacle is too
large to ajoid by a small shift in direction, the rover must
stop, reverse at an angle such that the sensor scan is within

the previoua]y scanned region, and then proceed off in a new
direction, "fcellng"its way around the obstacle, Ref. 30.

i The main advantage of this system is its continuity; the
comparison scheme allows operation in spite of vehicle motion.
The amount of added instrumentation should not be large and

.4 little computer space is necessary compared with the large
: "_ memory requirements of a terrain mappln_ scheme,
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F The schedule of future work will include choice of
optimum scan distance and beam split, determination of
the best scan rate, solution of the received response

F problem# refinement of the path decision algorithm, and
! choice of laser instrumentation, the last of which hope-

fully including _e labcratory testing of the system.

I-
PROJECTTIMETABLE

I- JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY

t. SystemDesign
!
L.

Algot'i thinDesign

I:i Instrumentation

Lab.Testing

|;-

i.} Task C.3. Terrain Modelin_ and Path Selection System Evaluation -S. Boheim, W. Pardon
_" Fsculty Advisor: Prof. D. K. Frederick

|_ Previous efforts concerning this area of investigation have con-
|':-_ centrated upon the development of a terrain modeling system, including

analysis of the effects of sensor error on the model, and upon studies

of path selection algorlthm characteristics. One study did involve theintegration of terrain modeling and path selection systems for the
purpose of algorithm performance evaluation, Ref. 28, However, these

I'i works have been mainly applicable to a long range obstacle detectionsystem, e.g., 50 to 1500 meters, and have no included quantitative cri-
teria for performance evaluation.

"I
The objective of the present effort is twofold. The first is the

} development of a computer package which will provide the capability of
dynamically simulating a wide variety of sensor, terrain modeling, and

f

{ path selection algorithm combinations. The second is the generation
( of criteria for the quantitative evaluation and comparison of the sys-

tcm's pcrformance. It is a_iticipatedthat the development of a reallstlc

1 simulation capability is a necessary condition for the establishment of
I. meaningful performance criteria.

Attention will be directed at middle-range, assumed to be 3 to 30

Ii_ applications as distinct from short applications using a
meters, range

tactile sensor and the previously studied long-range system.

[: The progress in the two arias of study is discussed below, followed

l:" by a statement of future work and a timetable.

f_
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_! _ Task C.3 a. Computer Simulation Package
t_

:. The computer slmulatJon package Js to be a self-contalned

4: I unit. Not only will it simulate the functions of a terrain
I sensor and modeler, contain a path-selectlon algorithm, and

s_ulate thc vcllcle's a_,Liot,dynamics, buc it will also In-

I clude a mathematical description of a terrain and associatedfeatures, and it will execute the evaluation of system perform-
ante using the criteria established for this purpose, Task C.3.b.

Th_ inclusion of the latter t_o items in the package should re-
duce error-prone handwork and will extend considerably the scope

I of t__-simulation' s evaluation capabilities.

!

l There are two major considerations to be taken into account
i during the computer package design. First, the flexibility and

realism of the simulation are of primary importance. For ex=

|_ ample, the substitution of alternate path-selection algorithms
! and sensor schemes based upon conclusions from simulated runs

must bc conducted w_th a minimum of reprogramming. Inputing of

: I" ter,ain data must be flexible enough to allow for the evaluation

ovo
" more, the simulation results must be realistic,

_ As a second consideration, it must be possible to incorporatenon-ideal features which will tend to degrade performance. Such
additions will enhance the realism of the simulation and improve

• _ result reliability. Examples of non-ideal features are: vehicle
E bounce, slope of terrain at vehicle location, and sensor-reading

; uncertainty.

.| The areas of program development in which the efforts have
been made to date are discussed below.

Program Structure

In establishing the computer simulation package structure,

the approach taken has been t,_ separate logical functions intoindividual blocks as much as possible. As for the path-selectlon

system itself, the logical functions were divided according to:

I i) the sensor operation simulation, 2) the terrain modeling pro-cess, using data from the sensor, and 3) the path selection algo-
rithm, which utilizes information from the model to make path-
selection decisions. Further, the simulation structure will also

include a vehicle d;mamics block to represent vehicle's motion.!

As stated earlier, the computer package includes a simulated

, terrain, from which the sensor will obtain its terrain data, anda system evaluation capability, in addition to the simulated path-
selection control system. The structure of the package is shcs#-n

_-{!_! in Fig. 22. Excluding the display functions, which are used foroperator visual display of the terrain or model, there are six

major blocks,

_f! At this point in time, development has proceeded to flow-

{ charting and some software implementation of the terrain
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i' [_ characterization and sensor simulation blocks. The objective
is to get a simplified system into operation first. Then,

sophistication of the system will follow by the addition of

I_ refinements and more complex schemes.i
I

Terrain Characterization Block

i The initial investigation for the design of this block
involved studies of various mathematical approaches to terrain

I description. The approach settled upon involves utilizing a• polynomial (in two independent variables) representation and
building Gaussian distributions upon this base. These descrip-
tions are used to convey low frequency features. In addition,

; _ a special features input will allow for boulders and crevasses
I (high frequency components). The computer simulation block will

, read in data conveying each of the mathematical characterization

5_ [" of the terrain, and will store that information. The block also
_;- accepts an input which allows the operator to choose a mathema-

: tical terrain characterization type (polynomial, Gaussian,

; [_ special, combinations of these, etc.) to be used in a simulation
run. Once the simulation of a path-selection process begins,

: the sensor simulation block returns the value of the altitude at
that point on the surface, using all of the terrain features

: _ specified.

i'_ The software development of this block has been completed
;_. _ for a polynomial type terrain description. After the initial

_ _ development of the entire system has been completed, refinementswill involve inclusion of the Gaussian feature and special

feature segments.

'_ Sensor Simulation Block

I_ The scheme chosen for an initial development of this block
_' t_ involves a laser beam scanner with zero beamwidth. The vehicle

is assumed to be stationary for each scan and there is a uniform

r time (T) between scans. A single beam is used _nd discrete
samples are taken during each scan. The beam has a fixed attitude
with respect to the local vertical.

[ The block simulates the motion of the beam scan and the

impingement of the beam on the terrain. Values for the x and y
coordinates along the beam are supplied to the terrain characterf-

I zation block which in turn generates a value of the al_itude (z)

of the terrain at the point x,y. This z value is compared with
the altitude (z*) of the beam at the same x,y coordinates above.

iiI The process is continued until z* _, sufficiently close to z,Fig. 23. Then this z is taken to be the altitude of the terrain
at the point of beam impingement, and the distance from the

|_ sensor to the impingement point (range) is calculated.

The output of the block will include the aximuth, elevation

.. c:_ and range from the senor to each of the points of impingement
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[ along the beam scan. In addition, random uncertainty o:
• error in the m_asurement of range will be included at a .ater

date,

Subsequent developments will include program sophistica-
tions involving memory storage of separate scans, sensor scan

degradation due to vehicle attitude, and scan results related
to the vehicle's forward motion.

! Vehicle Dynamics Block

L The purpose of this block is to simulate the motion of
the vehicle and to provide the system evaluation block with

I the necessary information for analysis of the vehicle's motion.In its simplest form, the vehicle dynamics block would use the
outputs of the path selection algorithm (i.e., steering co_mmnds)

[_ and of the terrain characterization block to determine the exactvelocity of the vehicle (e.g., steep slopes slow the vehicle
down). In its more complex forms, the vehicle dynamics block

I] will include such items as representative dynamic equations of
the vehicle and the influence of the tactile sensor, bouncing of

the vehicle, etc. Its output will include such information as
the velocity and the direction of the vehicle at the next mid-range-

Ii sensor scan time, as well as the information mentioned carlier thatIs being passed to the systems evaluation block.

[_ Task C.3.b. .System Evaluation

To develop an effective means for evaluatlng the perform-

_! ante of the vehicle for various sensor schemes and/or path
:= selection algorithms, both quantitative and heuristic methods of

evaluation will be employed.

[_ quantitative Evaluation

It is desired to describe mathematically as many important

15 of the total as possible so as to minimize any
features system

discrepancies due to human mis-analysis of the heuristic evalua-
tion results. The following formula was postulated so that

"i important characteristics (features) of a system and their relative ,
importance can be stated analytically:

$

where D - is the degree of effectiveness or measure of desirabi-
lity of the system,

Fi - are indexes that represent the important character-
, isttcs, or features, of the system,

,, W i - represent the welghts of the corresponding indexes.

I

f-.

i'
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r Numerically, the indexes are n,-,bers ranging between

•V " zero (worst case) and 1.0 (optimum value), the weights range

between zero (least important) and 1.0 (most Important), and
, _ the degree of effectiveness ranges between zero (least desir-

' L able) and 1.0 (most desirable). Hence, the sum of the weights
must equal 1.0.

I
| If the weights and index are appropriately chosen, then

the system that generates the highest value of D, when the

above formula is applied, would be the most desirable system.
• Assuming that the Index chosen adequately describe the system,

" there still remains the selection of the values for the weights.

An initial guess followed by a small-scale iterative training

_. _ procedure will be used. A small number of sensor and path
i_ _ selectionalgorlthmcomblnations will be inserted into the over-

all software package, where simulations can be run. The weights

_ will be adjusted until the value of D is proportional to the
_ attractiveness of performance of each of these training comblna-

_ tlons. These new weights can then be used to.evaluate the

[ performance of other systems.

The actual mechanics of each index must now be considered.
_ Tentatively, It has been decided that three indexes sufficiently

describe vehicle performance, and, if certain conditions are set,
the number of indexes may be reduced to two. The three indexes

are:

_ _ 1. Path Length - If Dm is the distance between the starting
,_ point and the target, and De+Dm is the

_ length of the path chosen by the vehicle,then the index D_ Is defined.

./

2. Battery Energy - If the total time taken by the vehicle
to reach its target Is called Te+Tm, andthe time that the vehicle uses its batteries

is called Tb, then the index

F2 = Te+Tm'Tb Is defined.

1" Te+Tm

| 3. Run Time - If Dm Is the distance between the vehicle and
the target, and the maximumvelocity of the

! vehlcle ir Vm, then the minimumtime required
to reach the target is Dm/Vm=Tm. If Te+Tm is
the total time taken by the vehicle to reach

its target, then the index

i F3 = Tm is defined.

; The first index penalizes long and/or wandering paths,

) while the second penalizes the selection of paths that contain

' steep slopes, forcing the vehicle to rely on its batteries as

well as its radiactive thermal generators (RTGS). If the
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ir vehicle must slow down for other reasons besides steep
,; slopes (e.g., tactile sensor contact), then the system

will be penalized for this loss of time.

1 Heuristic Evaluation

i Some important characteristics of a system are noteasily described in quantitative form, and yet these
' characteristics seem to require some sort of evaluation.

The following two features fit into this non-quantitative

i category:

1. Safety of Path Selected - Although the safety of the

., _ vehicle is of primary importance, it is difficult to analy-
? tlcally describe the inherent danger to the vehicle present

tn a selected path. What is hoped to be an indication of
r, safety will be implemented by counting the number of times

t• the tactile sensor indicates the vehicle is about to en-
counter an obstacle.

2. Correct Performance - Situations may arise where the

vehicle is called upon to 'not succeed'. For example, if
the target is surrounded by an untraversable crevasse, then

: _ it would be better for the vehicle to get 'close', rather
L than attempt to reach the e_.act target location. This

feature is a purely heuristic characteristic, and any evalua-

_ tion in this area would be performed by humans.
#

Future Work and Timetable

_ The dates included in the following are tentative, and
the timetable is designed such that it is flexible onough

" to sustain changes when made.

Initial Simulation Package - This should be completed

_; by February I. It will contain all the blocks shown in

_ Fig. 22, but will minimize the complexity of each. Forexample, only a polynomial description will be used in the
terrain characterz_ation block, a simplified sensor scheme
will be employed, and vehicle bounce will be ignored in

r this initial package.

Refined Simulation Package - This should be completed

I_ by March I. It will provide refinements in the initialsimulation package so that more realistic and/or complete
computer slmulations may be made. Some of these refinements
will include bouncing of the vehicle, sensor measurement

errors, and vehicle location errors.

Software Implementation - This should be completed by

April I. this time, detailed information on all sensor
By

• schemes and path selection algorithms to be evaluated will

be availaLle and programme d for use in the refined simula-

F-_ tion package. Both past and present work in these two
areas will be used as sources.
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"' Cumulative Report - This should be completed by late

i Hay. Combinations of the various available sensor schemesand vath selection algorithms will have been evaluated

_'_! _ under different terrain conditions. From these results,

information should be obtained which w_uld indicate general

desirable characteristics for sensor and path selection

p algorithm combinat _ons.

Task D. Chromatographic Systems Analyses
' One important phase of the inltlal missions to Mars is the search

for organic matter and living organisms on the martian surface. The pre-_T

# sent concept for attaining this objective consists of subjecting samples
|_

o£ the atmosphere and surface material to certain chemical and biologically-

.._, related reactions and thereafter analyzing the products produced, probably
_ _ in a combination gas chromatograph/mass spectrometer. The gas chromato-
_ |_ graph is proposed for separating complex mixtures evolved from the chemlcal

"_; and biological exper£ments into small grou_s of similar chemical species.
_,,
:, _ Chemical analysis of these groups would be accomplished in the mass spectro-

meter.

_ r.+ Most of the previous effort has involved the systems analysis of

+_'++ i_ the gas chromatograph using simulation (1,2). This technique uses mathema-
.+_. tlcal models, which incorporate fundamental parameters evaluated from
._-: reported experiments, to explore various concepts and to direct further

,_i";_ _ experimental research.
The objectives of the task have been extended to include prellml-

"_"_'i_ nary studles of the entlre chemlcal analysls system. In partlcular, a"/.i_ systematic evah,ation of the effects of the chromatograph parameters (carrier
•_.' gas flow rate, column dlmens_ons, temperature, and particle size) upon

_"_ a_ system requirements has been started. System topics to be considered include

[[ carrier gas generation and removal, sample size and component detectability
._"__ limits, and limitations imposed by and upon the mass spectrometer.

'+.__:,

"_ |_ The task problems are being attacked by a five-member team, each
,i: |_ of whom is pursuing a specif!c assignment:

r 1. Overall' system aspects
a. Mass spectrometer system characteristics.

- b. Carrier gas generation and removal.

c. Chromatograph model evaluation using multicomponent
chemical systems.

d. Improvement of the mathematical model of the

: [ chromatograph.: e. Esti_tlon of chromatograph colunm parameters which

"_ appear as constants in the mathematical models.
I,++

'.".'!I_ Task D.1. CC/MS System Concepts

-,,,: a. Mass Spectrometer system Characteristics - M.P. Badawy
,.._ r:._ b. Carrler Gas Generatlon and Removal - C.W. Jarva

Faculty Advisor: Professor P. K. Lashmet

++!_"+ The overall concept of the chemical analysis system is shown
_,_ "_-+ ..•_
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1_ schematically in Fig. 24. The idea of the combined gas chro_Ja-
c tograph/mass spectrometer for use in detecting llfe on other

planets hat been described by others, Ref. 33, 34, 35. The design

{ of such a system to function in a hostile atmosphere represents aformldable problem which is suitably handled by system modeling
and simulation by compter. For simulation to be effective, it is

I necessary to uniquely describe the important characteristics of
I the entire system by a minimum number of variables and equaticr.s.

The development of the governing relations for the system components

excluding the gas chromatograph is the initial objective of this

subtask.

It is the purpose of the mass spectrometer to provide mass

i spectra from three different inputs: effluents from rbe gas chroma-tograph; direct samples from the life-ueter_ing experiments; and

samples of the atmosphere. Functional requirements ior the Viking

[; mass spectrometer have been defined previously, Ref. 35, 36, 37, andtypical specifications appear in Table IV.

Small mass spectrometers suitable for adaptation to the Mars

roving lander have been under development, Ref. 33, 36, 38, 39, and
prior work is being reviewed to quantitatively represent the va_'ious
characteristics and limitations of the instrument, ,_peclflc topics

include the following:

1." Scan rate as affected by the scan method.

2. Resolution.3. Operating pressure (vacuum) and methods .of attaining it.
4. Accelerating potentlal.
5. Protective devices.

6. System weight and volume.
7. Power requirements.
8. Detection devices for producing output signals.

From the l'_terature, it is evident that the instrument must be multi-
functlonalo For example, McMurray and Green, Refo 40, report that

r fast scan rates are not required for high resolution mass spectrawhereas low resolution data from fast scan rates may be satisfactory

in certain instances. Miniaturization and the resulting problems

. with the power supply and voltage level are not trivial con:;iderations,

Judging from the reported catastrophic failure of one i_zstzument under
development, Ref. 38. These studies and development £rograms provide

physical limitations of the equipment, a necessary input for proper

" system analysis. In addition, prior work on mathematically modelingthe mass spectrometer, Ref. 34, 41, is being considered as a possible

base for the desired system model.

i By June 1972, the current studies and literature review should
yield qualitative characteristics and quantitative representations of
the mass spectrometer suitable for overall systems studies. In ad-

dition to the studies, future work will con_ider data output
system

characteristics and analysis of mass spectral data based on previous

extensive investigations, Ref. 42, 43 and 44.

Carrier gas, which is relativety inert with respect to the samples

being analyzed and wh_.h must be in supply for an as yet undetermined
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Ji tlme, Is required to propel mlnute samples through the column ofthe gas chromatograph, Ref. 31. On arriving at the mass spectro-
_ meter, which operates at a low pressure ( 10"4 tort), the major

_ portion of this carrier gas must be separated from the sample and
_ | must be removed from the system. Thus the systems for generating,

separating, and removing the carrier gas are important to overall

system design and operation.
The quantity of carrier gas available on the lander depends

upon the frequency and time of operation of the chromatograph. For

[ short periods of operation, simple high-pressure gas storage with
_ discharge to the atmosphere after separation from the samples prior

to entering the mass spectrometer may be adequate. For more frequent

.}. _ or longer periods of operation, a recycling or regeneration techn_q-e
_ appears advantageous. Mechanical pumps and chemical pumps, Ref. 45,

_, offer a possible solution.

Because the operating pressure of the mass spectrometer is
"_ about 10-7 times the pressure expected in the chromatograph, Ref. 46,

a carrier gas removal system must be considered. To maintain an

_ [ adequate amount of sample for analysis by the mass spectrometer, a
technique for concentrating the sample and removing the carrier gas
must be provided, Ref. 45, 46, 47. Among the most promising separa-

: _ tots, if hydrogen is to be used as _ carrier _as, is the palladium-
silver alloy membrane which is permeable to hydrogen and a barrier to

_ other chemicals, Ref. 45, 48, 49. In such a system, a pressure gra-
_S dient is required across the membrane to maintain hydrogen flow, Ref.

d 50. This might be accomplished by reacting the effluent hydrogen with
oxygen and removing the resulting water vapor by adsorption or by_,

ejection to the atmosphere, Ref. 45. Use of the palladium-silver

[ alloy as the cathode and anode in a fuel cell offers an interesting
"_ possibility. Hydrogen for carrier gas usage may be generated by water

electrolysis and then be recovered via membrane diffusion and reaction

_ with hydroxyl ions in the fuel cell electrolyle as water which can
_ then be re-electrolyzed, Ref. 45, 51.

_ _ Although these systems are promising, problems arise because of

[ the structural breakdown of the palladium during temperature and pres-
sure recycling, Ref. 52. Furthermore, contamination by halogens and
ether ch_m_ca_ _edu_e the effectiveness of the membranes, Ref. 51.

i Other separating techniques such as semipermeable silicone rubber
• membranes and supersonic (Rjyage) separators have been proposed and

their characteristics are being review.

By June 1972, the current studies and literature review should
yield the gross characteristics and limitations of possible carrier

- gas generation and removal systems suitable for the roving vehicle.These results will provide a basis _or conducting overall system
studies.

[_ Task D.2 Chromato_raphlc Model Evaluation Using Multlcomponent
t_

Chemical Systems - P. S. Keba
Faculty Advisor: Professor P. K. Lashmet

I_i A mathematlcal model composed of a system of partial differential
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_ cohunn behavior, Ref. 31. Solutions to llnearized approximations
of the differential equations obtained by classical techniques have

_ _ been reported, Ref. 53, 54. Because of their complexiLy, the equa-| tlons were solved by assuming the sample to be injected as an impulse.
Using data obtained from a specially constructed chromatographic test

_ facilty, Ref. 55, Benoit showed that convolution of the input data

with the theoretical impulse response gave a reasonable representation
for a single component in Lhe sy_Lem, Ref. 32. it is the objective of
this subtask to experimentally verify the mathematical model for multi-

I _ component chemical systems using superpos ition of single component data.
L Specifically the simplified equilibrium adsorption model, Ref. 54, is

bein considered :

Y(e)=rpPel4"[To3exp [-(Pel4_e)(o-_)2;

/5 = 1+ o)

e = dimensionles_ time = vt/L

" _ v = carrier gas velocity

t = time

_ . L = column length

I ,_ Pe = the Peeler number, a dimensionless measure of sample
i diffusion in the carrier gas

mR0 = a thermodynamic parameter, peculiar to the specific

_ chemical system considered

Y = composition response to a unit impulse

'_ --_ This model assumes the gas at each point to be in equilibrium with
the solid adsorbent; i.e., the column is very long. The Peclet number
is predictable since _t depends only upon the system configuration a_d

fluid mechanics. The thermodynamic parameter is specific to the
mR 0

system used and is determiP.cd from the system data using a curve fitting
technique.

Prior to experimentation, modifications to the test facility were
made to provide more accurate measurement of the carrier gas flow rate

and the gas pressure within the chromatographic column. In addition,the single component data of Benoit, Ref. 32, are being recalculated
because of a less uncertain correlation for the Peeler number (See

:_ !._ Task D.4).
L,

.; Initial studies of multlcomponent chemical systems will involve
', _. binary systems and the equilibrium adsorption model. The blnaz?.-system

pentane-heptane as representative of a heavy organic system is being

"_ _.cnsldered first. Later experiments may involve a system of light gases

! such as ethylene, carbon monoxide, nitrogen, etc The characteristics
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I: of three different chromatographic columns which will be used in

_ the _xperiments are given in Table V.

_i [ The two primary variables in these studies are composition and

! temperature with experimental data being taken over the range of 30

to 200 deg. C. The thermodynamic parameter mR O may change a factor
of 20 over this temperature range, this being a suitable variation!

I for evaluatilg the model. Variation in sample composition will pro-
vide quantitative information about detectability limits as the
co_nposition changes from an excess of one component to an excess of

i the other.

After obtaining and evaluating binary system data, a preliminary

| computational analysis of the effects of the chromatograph parameters

! such as carrier gas flow rate, column dimensions, temperature, etc.
upon system performance will be initiated. Results from computer

• simulation usiug the equilibrium adsorption model will provide back-
: I ground information for the projected system optimization studies.

By June 1972, it is expected that the validity and limitation of
I superpositioning single component information to obtain multic_nponent

% _. behavior will be defined. Additionally, initial subsystem studies are
expected to have commenced.

J

!,. Task D.3. Chromatograph Mod_1 Imurovement - P. T. Woodrow

• Faculty Advisor: Professor

!i In previous work, Benoit, Ref. 32, showed that under certain

•_ conditions, as yet undefined, the equilibrium adsorption model repre-
sented fairly well single component data provided the input pulse is

[ _i_ considered through a convolution procedure. In other instance_, how-
_:: ever, agreement between the theoretical prediction and experimental

data was not as satisfactory. Dispersion in the gas composition exiting

F the chromatographic column was observed greater than that predicted by
the model. It is the objective of this subtask to investigate methods
for improving the predictive capability of the model.

I_ A less restrictive solution to the system of partial differential
equations was reported earlier, Ref. 56, and was adapted for use in
the chromatographic system studies_ Ref. _3. Th_s solution does not
assume equilibrium adsorption and introduces a dimensionless mass
transfer parameter Nto G. This model, which involves the integral of
a first-order modified Bessel function and complicated exponentials and
which represents the response to an impulse sample injection, was de-
veloped before the data reduction program and convolution procedure
outlined in Task D.2 were available. Although preliminary analysis
showed the model to be animprovement over the equilibrium adsorption

I' Ref. 53. it not evaluated with data.
model, was experimental

_,itial attempts to evaluate the model using the convolution pro-

cedure sh_ed calculations to be unstable for various values of thei parameters Pc, Nto G, and mRO. The numerical calculations for this model
have been reprogran_ned using different nmuerical techniques, and previous

_< computational problems appear solved.
L
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..}. The new program is being used in two ways:

! I. With the aid of the general data reduction program,

I Ref. 32, this second order model is being evaluated
_ | with experimental data. This study will determine

whether or not use of this more complicated model to

{ represent system performance is warranted.

I 2. The moment analysis as outlined by Voytus, Ref. 54,
• and Taylor, Ref. 53, is being verified. It is be-

i lieved that these results be further used to improve
may

, the efficiency of generating system information.

[_ The results of this evaluation are still preliminary, but they
_:. do indicate the more complicated model yields a better predlcition of

_ the output chromatogram. A technical report summarizing this evalua-

"._ !_. tion should be available in March 1972.
As this more complicated model may not predict the shape of the

_ output chromatograph especially in the case of porous particles, the

_ mechanism of intraparticle diffusion, which was previously neglected,
will be considered. This mass transport mechanism accounts for the

_. capacitance and flow resitance of the column particles for the adsorb-

ing components. Consideration of this diffusion further complicatesthe mathematical models, and a workable, analytical solution may not
be obtained. If this is the case, direct numerical techniques will

be employcd. The resulting mathematical model will subsequently be• evaluated with the experimental data to establish .the importance ofJ

'__ _ this mechanism. Preliminary results are expected by May 1972, but a

final evaluation will probably not be available before December 1972.

6 Task D.4. Transport Parameter Estimation - P. K. Lashmet

:_ _," Mathematical representation of the chromatograph requires a priori
|_ estimates of the transport parameters Pe and NtoG as well as"other

_i properties which depend upon the complexity of the mathematical model.

_ This task has as its objective the development of suitably accurate

,\ _ methods for estimating the above two parameters.

The Peclet number, which is a dimensionless measure of diffusion

i of the in the dlrectlo1_ of _arrier is defined
sample gas flow, as

Pe = v L/D

where

li v = mean length of the carrier gas

[._ L ffi length of chromatographic column
D ffieffective diffusion or dispersion coefficient

%

'_ [/' This Peclet number is a function of the fluid mechamics of the system

. I as well as the physical properties of the chemical sample and carL'ier
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_ gas. As a first approximation, the dimensionless Reynolds number

Re and Schmidt number Sc represent these effects:!

• Re- d v_/_

st-
J where

J d = di&meter of particle

p = carrier gas density

'" I'! _ = carrier gas viscosity

_ _ DM = molecular diffusivity of sample in carrier gas

Prior attempts to compute the Peclet number from theoretical
. considerations and other measured transport properties of the system

were not complete_ successful, Ref. 57. In the meantime, numerous

sets of experimental Peclet number data, both published and unpublished,
_ have been obtained. Also a correlation based on two additional sets of

data, Ref. 58, appears adequate for the present studies. Further workon this subject will include an evaluation of the correlation using
other available data and an estimate of the uncertainty in predicting
the Peeler number.

-- Prediction of the number of transfer units NtOG was discussed
earlier, Ref. 31. A correlation possibly providingless uncertainty

_ in the prediction, Ref. 59, is being evaluated. Preliminary results

suggest little problems in adequately predicting Nto G for this
project.

These prediction techniques are being computerized to reduce the
-_ data reduction effort. Both prediction methods require values of the

_ Schmidt number Sc, and a separate estimating procedure based on the
_ theoretical work of Bird, Hirschfelder and Curtiss, Ref. 60, and using

measured physical properties has been developed and is operational.

I The work on this task will be completed in the near future and a
technical report detailing the activity should be available by June 1972.

I In overall summary, the major effort in predicting behavior appearsto have reached its peak and the resulting mathematical models should

be available for system studies in the near future. The task has ini-
tiated studies on other components of the analytical system, and in the

li the behavior of the overall will receive more emphasis.
future, system
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